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line conductor that is subjected to wind gust generated lift forces is

computed. The wind gust velocity and wind gust generated lift forces

are treated as random processes in both time and space. A lift force,

that is velocity dependent and which acts perpendicular to the wind

direction, is computed at discrete points on the transmission line

conductor and lift force spectral density functions are calculated

and applied to the conductor at those discrete intervals.

The energy components of the vibrating conductor are combined in

a variational equation from which the conductor's equation of motion

is extracted. The mode shapes and resonant frequencies are subsequently

computed.

The displacement response is calculated for a finite number of

displacements of single degree of freedom systems and combined by

modal analysis. The frequency response functions of the conductor

are computed for each of the resonant frequencies.



Mode shapes, frequency response functions, and the spectral

density forcing functions are combined, and simplifications to the

formulation are made. An example problem is presented and the

results are compared to other studies and to observed values.

A method is presented whereby parametric studies of conductor

properties, as they effect the amplitude of aeolian vibrations,

can be carried out.
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Displacement Response of Transmission

Line Conductors During Random Wind Gusts

I. INTRODUCTION

1.1 Statement of the Problem

The industrial and residential growth of this country has increased

to such an extent that the electrical power transmission systems have

become a vital part of our total way of life. The massive electrical

power failure of the Northeastern section of the United States on

November 9-10, 1965, and the more recent shortage of petroleum fuel

oils, points out only too clearly how critical the power transmission

systems have become.

The increasing demand for electrical power throughout the country

has been instrumental in creating a network with increased capacity and

longer transmission lines. With the large numbers of these lines in use

and more being built at an ever increasing rate, it would seem that the

design and analysis of these systems would be analytically rational and

well known. It appears though, that this is not entirely the case.

The overhead electrical transmission lines are still designed in

a very approximate manner, employing some simplified methods which

appear in most cases to be very conservative. These estimates usually

disregard any type of wind fluctuations so that the design wind veloc-

ities are taken as invariable with respect to time and space and are

based on the highest instantaneous values expected at a particular

location or recorded by nearby anemometers. These assumptions are now

being questioned following the gradual increase of overhead electrical
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transmission line carrying capacity and consequently of their cost. It

is becoming increasingly important to relate the design criteria to the

real phenomena.

The agencies responsible for the transmission of electrical power

have developed their own terminology with respect to conductor vibra-

tions. Three different types of conductor vibrations have been identi-

fied and they are: aeolian vibrations, subconductor oscillations, and

galloping. Aeolian vibrations are the result of vortex shedding and

are generally low amplitude and high frequency vibrations. The results

of allowing aeolian vibrations to take place for a sustained period of

time are line failures due to fatigue (22,31,44)
1

. The cost of dampers

(see Figure 1-1) needed to eliminate the aeolian vibrations are great.

An understanding of the controllable variables (conductor properties)

and the uncontrollable variables (wind properties) involved in aeolian

vibrations is necessary for a rational design and analysis. It would

then be advantageous to be able to change the controllable variables to

minimize or eliminate these types of vibrations. If the aeolian vibra-

tions can not be eliminated then a method of predicting the service

life of the conductor must be made available. Subconductor oscillations

are the result of a combination of vortex shedding and the leeward con-

ductor passing in and out of the windward conductor wake. Galloping is

a large amplitude, low frequency oscillation due to ice formations on

the conductors.

1 References located in the bibliography



Figure 1-1. Aeolian Vibration Dampers
Attached to Conductors

The most dramatic result of allowing wind forces to build up on a

transmission line, and the transmission line towers, is a collapse of

these systems (21,43), and subsequent power outage of that part of the

electrical power transmission system.

1.2 Scope of the Study

A procedure is developed in this thesis to predict the amplitude

of aeolian vibrations of high voltage electrical transmission lines

acted upon by random wind gust forces.

As a first step in this analysis the wind gust forces acting on

the conductor must be as clearly defined as possible. Lift and drag

coefficients are developed and consequently the lift force can be uniquely

determined for any conductor size and wind velocity time history. Assump-

tions necessarily have to be made concerning the wind forces (lift
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coefficients, wind spectra, etc.) to reduce the problem to one that is

workable, yet maintain as close a description of the wind phenomena as

possible.

The dynamic equations of motion of the transmission line conductor

have to be derived. Energy components of the vibrating conductor are

combined in a variational equation so that the equations of motion can

be obtained. A separation-of-variables technique is used to separate

the time and space variables. The equations involving the space vari-

ables leads to the resonant frequencies and mode shapes. The equations

involving the time variables leads to the equations of motion of the

transmission line conductor in terms of generalized coordinates.

The transmission line conductor frequency response function is

developed. Normal mode and generalized functions are used to uncouple

the equations of motion. Fourier transforms of the uncoupled equations

of motion transform the response of the transmission line conductor,

acted on by unit impulse, from the time domain to the complex frequency

domain.

A statistical method of analysis of the transmission line conductor

is established. Basic statistical operations are presented, The math-

ematical derivation of the mean square displacement response based on

the basic statistical operations is subsequently developed. All com-

ponents that have been derived previously are combined to give the math-

ematical expression for the mean square displacement response of a point

on the transmission line conductor.

An example problem is then presented. Wind velocity sampling

and frequency filtering techniques are given. Example wind velocity
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data are presented and the transmission line conductor structural prop-

erties are given for the example problem. The results of the computer

computations on the example data are then presented and compared with

other studies and observed responses.
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II. WIND GENERATED FORCES

2.1 Introduction and Limitations

Research aimed at defining the general characteristics of the wind,

and the specific properties of forces acting on a cylinder placed in a

moving fluid, has been carried out for several years by various agencies

throughout the world. Those factors that directly affect the amplitude

of vibration of a transmission line conductor will be discussed in this

section. The primary result of the investigation of random wind gust

forces that act on the conductor is the development of a power spectral

density function of wind generated lift forces, based on wind velocity

records that represent those found in the vicinity of the transmission

line.

Topographical conditions at the location of a transmission line

have an effect on the vibration amplitude of the conductor. The wind

velocity boundary layer adjacent to the ground is modified by the terrain

and objects on the terrain, (6,23). The generation of the wind velocity

spectrum for a particular location may be unique to that location (1),

or it may depend on only a mean wind velocity and surface roughness

factor and be independent of geographical location (2,24,25,26). Further

research needs to be carried out on this aspect of the wind character-

istics. It has been generally accepted that flat, open terrain is the

best topographical condition For acolian vihr;Itions to develop.

It is a well established fact that there is an increase of wind

velocity with respect to height. The well known explanation is that

a boundary layer develops in the wind due to ground friction so that
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the velocity is zero at the ground and increases to that of the free

stream wind velocity at some height above the ground. Several form-

ulations have been proposed in recent literature to account for this

fact (1,20,23).

The wind velocity records will be separated into a steady wind

component and a random gust component with a zero mean value (7,29,33,

40). Since the conductor is assumed to be a linear structure the total

response can be obtained by the superposition of the response due to the

mean wind component and that due to the random component. This study is

concerned primarily with the wind gust forces and the response of a

transmission line conductor due to these wind gusts. It will be shown

that these wind gusts are random in both time and space and they possess

a Gaussian distribution, at least as the sample record increases in length.

The description of wind forces acting on a transmission line con-

ductor are generally based on work carried out with fluids acting on

smooth, stationary cylinders. This does not appear to be a source of

major error as the forces acting on the stranded, moving conductor appear

to be similar to those acting on smooth cylinders (34).

As the wind moves across the circular conductor, two separate forces

are generated that act on the conductor. These forces can occur without

external, physical disturbances and have been termed self exciting by

the electrical power transmission industry. A lift force is generated

that acts perpendicular to the direction of the wind (see Figure 2-1).

All secondary lift and drag forces will be neglected, i.e., as the trans-

mission line conductor moves vertically due to the lift force produced by

a horizontal wind, it produces a lift and drag force due to the relative

movement of the conductor to the surrounding air.
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Figure 2-1. Wind Velocity and Associated Forces
Acting on a Transmission Line Conductor.

The final assumptions in this derivation are: first, the conductor

is.sufficiently slender so that any secondary longitudinal flow along

the conductor can be neglected; second, the primary conductor response

will be from a wind acting normal to the conductor and that small changes

in wind direction have little effect on the loading; third, the direction

of the mean wind velocity is assumed to be horizontal. The third assump-

tion appears to be valid except in very mountainous terrain (2).

2.2 Drag Forces

The steady drag force is made up of two components. A frictional

drag occurs along the surface of the conductor as the streamlines move

across it, and a pressure drag occurs due to stagnation and separation

of the wind streamlines, see Figure 2-2.
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Wind Streamlines

Stagnation point

>Separation points

Figure 2-2. Wind Streamlines Around a Conductor.

The frictional drag is a result of the viscosity of the fluid pro-

ducing a velocity profile. For a stationary cylinder the velocity of

the wind at the surface of the cylinder is zero, and increases out to

some point through a velocity gradient, to where the velocity of flow

is equal to that of the potential flow condition. This boundary layer

starts from zero thickness at the stagnation point and increases in thick-

ness to a maximum at the separation point. For an ideal fluid this boun-

dary layer would not exist, but for a real fluid the velocity profile

exists as do the shear stresses that are produced. The friction drag

plays a negligible role in the total drag at Reynolds number greater

than 1x10
4

. Its influence, however, increases as the Reynolds number

decreases. It reaches a value of about 50 percent of the total drag at

a Reynolds number of about five (3).

Pressure drag comes about both by a pressure increase at the stag-

nation point and along the upstream face of a cylinder, and due to the

low pressure wake behind the cylinder between the separation points. In
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most cases where the atmospheric conditions are conducive to aeolian

oscillations, the effect of drag is negligible when compared to the lift

forces. The drag force for a finite length is

where

5(z,t)= ipCd1dV2(z,t)

p air density

C drag coefficient

I conductor length that drag force acts on

d conductor diameter

V(z,t) free stream wind velocity

The steady pressure drag coefficient is described in Chen's

paper (3) as

c = h r
r

d V(z,t) I( I V(z,t)

and where the measured values are

(2-1)

(2-2)

F circulation of the vortex

h lateral spacing of the vortex columns in a vortex street

I longitudinal spacing of the vortices

V(z,t) free stream wind velocity

2.3 Lift Forces

Lift forces due to an unsteady wind velocity are not as yet well

understood. For steady flow, however, the lift forces occur when vortices

are shed alternately from opposite sides of a cylinder as the wind crosses

the conductor. The formation of the vortex behind the cylinder starts at

about a Reynolds number of 40. At this value the thin,,free shear layer,

which is moving downstream along the centerline of the cylinder and which
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is formed by the rejoining of the two detached boundary layers from both

shoulders of the cylinder, will exhibit a wave like motion. This motion

will finally dissolve into regular, asymmetric vortices. Thus the vortex

street is induced by the instability in the downstream fluid flow. The

role of the cylinder is only the generation of the free shear layer. As

the Reynolds number increases, the point of the formation of the vortices

shifts gradually in the upstream direction towards the cylinder. It

reaches the cylinder at a Reynolds number of about 80. Then the detached

boundary layer from the cylinder rolls directly into the vortex. This

behavior persists up to the supercritical Reynolds number range. The

cylinder has taken over the role of the generation of the vortices (3,28,37).

As a vortex is formed behind a cylinder it induces a circulation

around the Cylinder in the opposite direction to that of the shed vortex.

The local velocity over a part of the cylinder is thereby increased with a

resulting decrease in pressure, and decreased velocity with a resulting

increase in pressure over the opposite part of the cylinder (4). The net

result is a component of force perpendicular to the wind flow which varies

in magnitude and direction as the vortices are shed. As the vortex passes

downstream, its influence on the cylinder is reduced and the resultant

force decreases until another vortex is shed, from the other side, and a

force is produced in the opposite direction, see Figure 2-3.

It has been shown that the longitudinal spacing l/d, in Figure 2-4,

remains constant for the whole vortex street for a particular Reynolds

number, i.e., l/d = 3.45 for a Reynolds number of 59 and l/d = 2.45 for

a Reynolds number of 122. It has also been shown that the actual vortex

street width or lateral spacing h/d varies downstream from the cylinder
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V U

Wind Velocity V

V+U

Vortex Being Shed

Resultant Fluctuating Force

U Local Velocity Induced
Around the Cylinder by
a Shedding Vortex

Figure 2-3. Lift Force Being Generated by
a Vortex Being Shed (4,5).

Figure 2-4. A Representation of the Formation
of an Ideal Vortex Street (1).
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and then increases to a maximum value, which is maintained for a certain

distance downstream (3). Only the region with a constant width, which

is called the stable region, can be compared with the ideal vortex street.

After this region h/d decreases again downstream. The near wake behind

the cylinder deviates consid rably from the ideal, uniform condition of

the vortex street.

Deviations have been no e , by several studies, of the frequency of

vortex shedding at or near t e resonant frequency of the conductor. At

a value of about 20 percent if the resonant frequency the vortices appear

to shed not at the Strouhal .hedding frequency but become synchronous

along the conductor, at the onductor's resonant frequency of vibration.

This has been referred to as locking-in of aeolian vibrations (6,27,30,

38,45).

The result of the wind acting on the conductor is a crossflow force

of the same frequency as tha of the shedding pairs of vortices. This

fluctuating force does not, owever, act precisely across the direction

of the flow but has a small rag component. While for any consecutive

pair of vortices the lift fo ces are in opposite directions, the drag com-

ponent acts, with varying ma nitude, in the same direction.

2.4 Strouhal a d Reynolds Numbers

The frequency of vortex

the nondimensional Strouhal

S= fvd

V(Z,t)

where

fV
frequency of vo

d diameter of the

V(z,t) free stream win

shedding of pairs of vortices is related to

umber by

tex shedding

cylinder

velocity

(2-3)
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The experimentally determined Strouhal number can be expressed as

a function of the Reynolds number and has been plotted by many investi-

gators (1,3,4,28). The Reynolds number is defined as

where

R = V(z )d
(2-4)

v the kinematic viscosity of air (at a temperature of
68

o
F and a preSsure of 1 atmosphere 1/ = 16x10-5 ft/sec)

Figure 2-5 shows an approximation of the limits of those investi-

gations. The curve S1 is for very smooth cylindrical surfaces whereas

curve S
2

is for normal experimental conditions (3). The shedding of

vortices is nearly regular and the value of the Strouhal number remains

fairly constant at a value (4 about 0.19 up to a critical Reynolds number

of about 3x10
5

. For example, a 1.602 inch diameter Chukar type trans-

mission line conductor and a wind velocity of 100 mph., will give a

Reynolds number of about 1.2X105, which remains in the subcritical range.

O
U)

O

Si

-Allier
S

---

,-, in2 in3 v14 ins 1

Reynolds Number R

Figure 2-5. Variation of Strouhal Number with Reynolds Number.

6
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2.5 System Energy Input

If the net force produced by vortex shedding occurs with the same

frequency as the vibration of the conductor, maximum energy will be

transferred from the wind to the conductor. If the rate of vortex

shedding is out of phase with the vibration of the conductor a smaller

amount of energy will be transferred. The energy increase of the system

at any instant is

where

AE= W= F
IY (2-5)

W work on the system

F
I

lift force due to the wind motion

y displacement of the conductor in the direction of the
lift force

If this energy is not absorbed in damping the amplitude of oscilla-

tions will increase to unacceptable levels. Failure from fatigue of the

conductor may occur at its suspension point within a relatively short

time if the vibrations are not controlled.

With both lift and drag induced oscillations, the forces involved

are most severe at low frequencies for two reasons (7). The power con-

tent in the wind is highest at low frequency fluctuations and the con-

ductor response to fluctuating wind velocities show considerable atten-

uation at higher frequencies. When damping is included in the vibration

process, then as the wind speed increases, the frequency of vibrations of

the conductor increases and the energy absorbed by damping within the
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conductor increases, limiting the amplitudes of the oscillations. There

may in fact be a decrease in oscillation amplitude with an increase in

vibration frequency.

2.6 Derivation of the Fluctuating Lift Force

It has been shown that the lift forces acting on a cylindrical body

in a moving fluid act essentially perpendicular to the fluid motion. The

unit length fluctuating liftforce acting on the transmission line con-

ductor can then be expressed as (20)

where

f (z t) p C d V2(z,t) Cmp Ao dV(z t )2 I dt

yzj) lift force acting on the conductor per unit length

V(z)t) free stream wind velocity at the time t and spatial
position z

p fluid density

40 cross-section of moving mass

d diameter of the Iconductor

CI fluctuating lift coefficient

Cm virtual mass coefficient

(2-6)

The second term expresses the influence of the inertial force assoc-

iated with the acceleration of the air mass. The force from acceleration

of the air surrounding the conductor is sufficiently small, due to the

density of air, that the ine4tia term may be dropped from the expression,

therefore

f (z
'

C
1

d V2(z,t) (2-7)

The free stream wind velocity is separated into a steady state mean

wind velocity and a random wind gust velocity



V(z,t) = V(z) + v(z,t)

The unit lift force, upon substitution, is

plCid C)72(z) +p Ci dVi(z)v(z,t) Clolv2(z,t) (2-9)

This study involves the lift force as a function of the random wind

velocity gusts only, therefore

17

(2-8)

yz,t) = p Cl d V(z) v(z,t) +
2

p Cl d v2(z,t) (2-10)

For a high mean wind velocity the first term will predominate and for

a low mean wind velocity the second term will predominate. The fluc-

tuating lift coefficient per vortex shed can be expressed as (8)

2

F tonh vh
Cl Vlz,t) d

(2-11)

where the measured values are the same as those of the drag coefficient.

2.6.1 Least Square Curve Fit

The lift coefficient is not a constant but is wind velocity dependent,

and it must be formulated in terms of wind velocity or Reynolds number.

The discrete set of empirical values, found in Chen's paper (8), relating

the lift coefficient to the Reynolds number is not sufficient for this

study as a continuous function must be obtained. A least squares curve

fit of the empirical values will provide the continuous function relating

the lift coefficient to the Reynolds number.

A least squares curve fit computer program was available in the com-

puter tape library at the Bonneville Power Administration in Portland,
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Oregon.
2

The best fit smoothed polynomial curve when fitted to the

empirical data was found to be a fourth order polynomial with the co-

efficients

co = 0.3841
cl = 8.41 75 (10)-6

C2 = 76646(10)
c3 = -1, 7625(10)15

c4= 5.6553(10)21

The lift coefficient as a continuous function of the Reynolds number is

C = 0.3841+ 8,41 75(10)6R + 7. 6646(10)
u

R
2

1. 76 2 5 (10)I5 R3
(2-12)

+5.6553W 21
R
4

2.6.2 Lift Force as a Function of Wind Velocity

The lift coefficient can be related to the wind velocity and

the transmission line conductor size. For a kinematic viscosity of

air of v =16x10
-5

ft
2
/sec the Reynolds number is

R ;6250 V(z,t)d (2-13)

The lift coefficient as a function of the wind velocity and conductor

diameter is

2
= 0.3841+ 5.2610(10) V(z,t)d + 2.9940(10) 3 V

2(z,t) d 2

14)4.3030(10)-4 V 3tz,t) d3 + 8.6 294(10) V4(z,t) d4 (2-

When the unit lift force acts over a finite length of transmission line

conductor the expression for the lift force becomes

F (z,t) 2
= p C

I
dl V 2

(2,t)

2
See Appendix C

(2-15)
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The lift force can be separated into a steady state force and a random

force

F (z 0= F(z) + fr(z,t)
I

where the components are

FI
2

(z)=
rp 2

(z)

(2-16)

(2-17)

fr(zo) = p Cad I V(z) v(z,t) + p C1d I v2(z,t)

This study is concerned with the random gust lift force loading on the

transmission line conductor so that the second expression is of primary

interest.

The lift force is generated by vortex shedding which is periodic

and may be represented by

F(z
'
t). 1 pC

I

dIV 2(z,t) sin 2 rfvt
I

(2-18)

where fv is the shedding frequency and is related to the conductor

size and wind velocity by the expression

f S V(zt)
V (2-19)

Substitution of the shedding frequency into the lift force expression

and using a constant Strouhal value of 0.2 the lift force becomes

Ft. p C 1V2(z,t) sin 1.257 V(z,t)t
d

(2-20)

The lift force can now be obtained as a function of the conductor

and wind properties. The lift force will have both a steady state and

random component, as the wind velocity has both a steady state and a
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random component. The random lift force component will be used in this

study to generate the force spectral density function to be used in the

computation of the mean square displacement response of the transmission

line.

fr(z,t) = p d I Chz)v(z,t) Sin 1.257 Vd(z,t)t+ p Cid' v2( z,t) sin 1.257V(Z,th (2-21)

Equations (2-21) and (2-14) are therefore necessary to generate the

lift force spectral density function of the random lift forces.
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III. DYNAMICS OF THE TRANSMISSION LINE CONDUCTOR

3.1 Introduction and Limitations

The equations of motion of a transmission line conductor are derived

here, although they have been formulated by others using different tech-

niques (32). The potential and kinetic energy integrals are defined for

each of the operations involved in the conductor motion. The integrals

are combined within the variational equation which is stationary with

respect to time and space. The equations of motion are then extracted

from the variational equation (9).

A separation-of-variables solution is assumed which is a transfor-

mation between the systems original coordinates and the independent gen-

eralized coordinates. The space function of the separation-of-variables

solution represents the mode shapes of the conductor while the time func-

tion represents the generalized coordinates. Mode shapes and natural

frequencies of vibration are determined.

Damping forces, in this study, are assumed to be viscous or propor-

tional to velocity and the damping coefficient to be constant throughout

the length of the conductor. In fact though, the damping losses are due

to internal hysteresis in the conductor strands, friction in sliding and

fretting, and in aerodynamic resistance (39,46) so that damping will not

be strictly viscous in nature.

An assumption that there is no sag in the transmission line conductor

will greatly simplify the analytical formulations, see Figure 3-1. Since

the sag is about ten percent of the span length this is a justifiable

assumption. The conductor is treated essentially as a taut string where

the tension in the line is a constant.
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Two other assumptions that can be made are that the mass and moment

of inertia of the transmission line conductor are constant throughout its

length.

Figure 3-1. Transmission Line Configuration

3.2 Energy Components Using the Variational Method

Calculus of variation operates on functionals, or functions of math-

ematical expressions. A functional takes on a particular value which is

dependent on the expression used in the functional (9,47).

The total energy in the vibrating transmission line conductor is

expressed as a double integral of the displacement function y(z,t) and

partial derivatives of y(z,t) in the form

pt2 22 2

I = jti jzi F[zo,y(z,t), ay(z,t) aylzit) y(y) J1 dz dt
at az az (3-1)
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where the functional has two independent variables. The procedure is to

extremize a family of admissible functions such that the functional will

be stationary with respect to pertubations in the region

Z
1
<2<2

2
t <t<t

2 (3-2)

Setting the first derivative of the functional equal to zero, the vari-

ational equation is derived, and subsequently the Euler-Lagrange equation

of motion of the conductor is derived. The conductor is acted upon by

two non conservative forces, i.e., wind lift forces and the conductor

damping force. For a system that has non conservative forces Hamilton's

principle has the form

rt2 ,z2

J81 = [8 (T V) + Q8y] dzdt = 0 (3-3)J
zi

where the non conservative forces make up the virtual work term C)8y

The kinetic energy of the system T results from the motion of the conductor

mass, while the potential energy of the system V includes the effect of the

tension in, and bending of, the conductor.

Energy terms that are inherent in the vibrating conductor movement

are listed below.

1) Kinetic energy of

rIm(z)
2 Jo

the vibrating

ay( 2,12
dz

conductor

(3-4)
at

Internal strain energy due to bending of the conductor

1

I 2

z'
2

VB fE 1(z) [9Y
uz (3-5)oz2
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3)

4.

Internal strain energy due

v 1
7. f I

T(z)P-Y

to tension within the conductor

2

dz

non conservative excitation and damp-

(3-6T
a
-Lz-2-

0

Virtual work term due to the

ing forces

Q 8y = (fr(z,t) c(z) Ilf-a) 8y (z,t)

Considering constant conductor properties

m(z) m Itz I T(z) T c(z) c

(3-7)

(3-8)

Substitution of these energy expressions, Equations (3-4) to (3-8),

into the variational equation for the transmission line conductor

t Z t Z-

f 2f [ 8(T V) + Q Sy ] dz dt = f 2f 4{8
I

zi ti zi

{ rn ( Y(Z)t)
2

32 (z 0121 EI ( Y '
at / 2 dz

(3-9)
LI

)
2iT ayjol + [fr(z,t) c aYatf,t) sy(z,t)} dz dt = 0

Each of the components within the variation equation must be inte-

grated by parts, with respect to the time or space variable, whichever

is indicated. When each energy component has been evaluated and included

in the variational equation, the result is

t Z
t2

z2 4 2

Jti Jz: l 8 (T V) + 0 8y] dzdt = j j 1.--m a
2
Y(Z,J)J

Z1 ate) aZ4
(3-10)
dz`

r2r r
r .1. 2 l a y(ztt) T Lakti

t) c .(24-4,11. 1 8y(z,t) dz dt + boundary terms = 0
atfr(

Since Equation (3-10) must be true for an arbitrary pertubation 8y

(zt), including a variation that is zero at the boundaries, but not zero

in the interior of the region defined by Equation (3-2), it follows

that the Euler-Lagrange equation of motion of the transmission line

conductor is
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m ay(Z,t) aya,t) ay(Zst) ay(Z,t) f(z,t)

at2 at az4 az2 r

3.3 Separation-of-Variables

25

(3-11)

Solutions to this partial differential equation can be obtained by

the method of separation-of-variables. The procedure is to first assume

a solution consisting of the products of the space and time variables.

The assumed solution reduces the partial differential equations to two

sets of ordinary differential equations, one in terms of the space vari-

able and the other in terms of the time variable. Solving the space

variable equation, subject to the boundary conditions of the conductor,

yields the resonant frequencies and the associated mode shapes for the

structure. Solving the time variable equation, subject to the initial

conditions of the conductor, provides a solution in terms of the general-

ized coordinates. The separation-of-variables solution takes the form

y(z,t). ck(z) q(t)

Derivatives with respect to the time and space variables are:

ay (z,t) 9s (z) aq(t)
at 51---

82y(z,t) th(z) aq(t)

' at2

ay(z,t) a95(Z) q(t)
az

(z t) 824(z) q(t)
azz az2

(3-12)

(3-13)
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83y(z,t) (134)(z) q(t)

aZ3 aZ3

ay(Z,t)
az4 az4

Theoretically, a transmission line conductor will have an infinite

number of degrees of freedom or generalized coordinates. In calculating

the displacement response it can be shown that the contributions of the

very high modes, i.e., above 50, for a Chukar type conductor, to the total

displacement are negligible. We need to consider then, only those modes

that are relevant to a particular problem.

The unforced, transmission line conductor equation of motion is

m air(z,t) c ay(z,t) El a4y(2,i) _ ( ,t)
ate at az4

(3-14)

Substitution of the separation-of-variables solution into the equation

of motion

n195 (z) ail (t) c (z) aat
az4

(t) + EL alk(z) q(t) T Aaz2 112 q(t) 0 (3 -15)is)
at2

Separation of the space and time variables yields

m Al(t) c ag(t) EI 640(z) T etk(z)

c1(t) q(t) at 0(z) z4 0(z) az2 (3-16)

Setting both sides of the equation equal to a constant of separation

W
2M

m
a2(t) c ,22i0 2 1 1 1 q (I ) = 0

at at

E I
40(z)

T a20(z) 0A110(z) = 0
az4 az2

(3-17)
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Using the ordinary differential equation with respect to the space var-

iable z to determine mode shapes and resonant frequencies the equation

of the conductor in terms of the differential operator D

E I D4 T D2 w2m cio z = 0 (3-18)

Since the value of 4(z) cannot equal zero, then

2 T T
2 2

D1
A

+
El
im

2E1 '14 (EI)2

2 T T2 4. co m
D22 2E1 4(E1)2 EI

Defining beta values as

-'1 2+1 +

132

2 T
2E1

T2 w2rn
4 (E1)2 El

T2 W2M
4(E1)2 El

The differential operators in terms of the beta values are

2
Di =

D2 = -13
2

2 2

The differential equation of motion in terms of the differential operator

and beta values

(3-19)

(3-20)

(3-21)

(D2- /91 )(02 + ) z) = 0

The general solution to the differential equation takes the form

(3-22)

0(z). C1 cos/32z + C2 sinfz + C3 cosh/31z + C4 sinhAz (3-23)

Differentiation gives

ack(Z) C1/32Siflie2Z + C24 cos/32z + c313 sinhAz + C4/81 cosh /31z
az

a
a z

2 2
) Cii32 COS/32Z GA sin /32z + C34 coshAz + C4A

2
sinhAz

(3-24)
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For an assumed pinned-pinned boundary condition at the ends z = 0,1

for a single span of the transmission line conductor

CO) = 0(1) = JiWP_ a2a46z(21) = 0 (3-25)

Then the matrix of equations that represent the boundary conditions are

1

n2P2
cosiG2

le2
cos/321

2

0
0
sin/3,,1

18 sin/31
2 2

1

Q2

coshR I

COShieii

0
Sir21t1/311

sinh$11

1

02

03

04

0

0
(3-26)

0

A trivial solution occurs if each element of the vector equals zero and

a nontrivial solution occurs if the determinant of the coefficient matrix

is zero

1

P2

COS/32i

j32COSS21

0 1 0
n

0 Pi
a 0

sin/32I coshiGI sirhRil
2 . n2.

132 sin/821 PicoshiGil Pi

(3-27)

Solution of the determinant, by a method such as Laplace expansion, gives

, n2 2 2
k + /62 = 0 (3-28)

A trivial solution exists if

2
(s12 -1-4).- o

or if

t: 0

(3-29)

(3-30)



A nontrivial solution exists if

/32I j =1,2
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(3-31)

The solution of the differential equation of motion is then a definition

of the mode shape of the jth mode

06(z) = C2 sin j Z =1;2,3, .... (3 -32)

Substitution of the nontrivial solution of k into the beta values

defined in Equation (3-20)

2 T 1 T2 Ci.)ELIL=

(112 2E1 4(EI)2 EI
(3-33)

The value for wl is the square of the resonant frequency of the jth mode

2 (L712 '7)2 EI
n7-1

= j=1,2,31....
\ I I rri- (3-34)
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IV. FREQUENCY RESPONSE FUNCTION

The frequency response function of a conductor subject to vibra-

tions is obtained by taking the Fourier transform of the linear differ-

ential equations of motion of the conductor as it is forced by a unit

impulse. It is a function that describes the motion of the conductor

at one point due to an applied unit impulse at a second point. It is

a function of the conductor properties and frequency, and is not a func-

tion of either time or the system forcing function.

4.1 Fourier Transforms

The Fourier transform of an arbitrary function decomposes or sepa-

rates that function into a sum of sinusoids of different frequencies.

If the sinusoids and their amplitudes sum to the original function then

we have determined its Fourier transform. If the function is not periodic

then the Fourier transform will be a continuous function of frequency,

i.e., it is represented by the summation of sinusoids of all frequencies.

The Fourier transform of a function is a frequency domain represent-

ation of the function. It contains exactly the same information as that

of the original function, they differ only in the manner of presentation

of that information. The Fourier integral is mathematically defined as

co
H (f),. f h e 2 Trft

OD

where h(t) is a function of variable time and H(f) is a function of vari-

able frequency. The standard notation is that a lower case symbol will

represent a function of time and an upper case symbol will represent

the Fourier transform as a function of frequency.

(4-1)
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The fourier transform of a time series is an even function and real.

The Fourier transform of a combination of two time series contains both

even and odd components and therefore has both real and imaginary parts

where

H(f)= HR(f) + HIM= IH(f )16)6(f)

HR(f) real part of the Fourier transform

H
1
(f) imaginary part of the Fourier transform

IH(01 amplitude or gain of the Fourier transform of h(t)

and is given by V/H2(f) + H2(f)

e(f) phase angle of the Fourier transform and is given

by torrl

HR(f)

4.2 Alternate Transform Pairs

(4-2)

There is not a common definition among mathematicians and engineers

of the Fourier integral and its inversion formula. The Fourier transform

pair is defined as

co

G(z1,z2,(0) = 0i f g (zi,z2,t)e
iwt

dt
-oD

,g(zi,z2,0 =

,co
G(zi,z,,w) 9

iwt
co

OD

where the coefficients 0
1

and 0
2 assume different values depending

(4-3)

_
on the user. Some set 01=1 , 02

217'
, while others set 01. .v/27.7.7

and others 0=
277"

, 02=1 . The equations impose only that 0,02=

Various users are then concerned with the splitting of the product 0102.

A logical way to resolve this conflict is to define the Fourier transform

pair as a function of time t and frequency f.
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G (zi,z2,f )= f g (zi,z2,t) e-i27Tft dt
-co
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co (4-4)

g Z2 t ) = )( G(z1,z2,0 ei2"

(0=2771 . The scale factor is not involved in the trans-

formations, as long as the integration is with respect to frequency.

where

4.3 Normal Modes

The deflection at a point on the transmission line conductor can

be expressed in terms of normal modes and normal coordinates. The normal

mode method of solution is characterized by the fact that the differential

equations of motion are uncoupled when the displacements are expressed in

terms of normal modes. In a system having n degrees of freedom we can

deal with n independent differential equations of motion rather than with

a system of n simultaneous differential equations. Normal modes of a

structure may be interpreted as the free vibrations of a single degree

of freedom system without damping and external forces. The normal mode

representation takes the form

where

y(z,t ) = 0(z) q.(t)
J

J

qp.normal coordinates

y(Z,t) deflection of a point z on the transmission line
conductor at some time t

qyz) displacement configuration of the system vibrating
in the jth mode

(4-5)
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4.4 Analytical Derivation

The equation of motion of the transmission line conductor is

m a
2Y(;0+ c aY(2,0 EI O4Y(7 t) T a2Y(z I)

at 2 at + azw fr(z't)

Substitution of the modal representation into the equation of motion

yields

dipm oh.(z) 82qi(t) + c up-Li (z) ac_itt) + EIE q(t) T
at2 at j az4 J j

The equation of motion in the jth mode is

(4-6)

2

az
a .(z) cJ (t) = vz,t) (4-7)

m96. (z) 1-CO-t) + C c6.(2) aqi(Z) + El ( ) (t)T a20j(z) (f) f (Zit)
qiat2 a t az az2

Substitution of the separation-of-variables solution in terms of the

space variable into the jth modal term yields

(4-8)

m4j(z) 01160. c4 1(z) doCt-(1J wfmckj(z) frj(z,t) (4-9)

Multiplying both sides of Equation (4-9) by the mode shape 96k(z) and

integrating over the length of the conductor we obtain

to m¢)j(z)100 ) aa

rl
(t) dz + c ci6j(z) ch(z) d z + Jo wfm cki(z)ckk(z) dz

1.1

= f (z,t) ck tz) dz
0 1

4.4.1 Generalized Functions

The generalized mass of the jth mode is defined as (12)

el

Mj = j m sbj(z) 96k(z) dz =
0
constant

j k

j. k

(4-10)

(4-11)
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The integral over the length of the conductor is equal to zero if the

mode shapes are different, and it is equal to a constant if the mode

shapes are the same. Since the scale of 4NZ) is arbitrary, the modal

terms are scaled so that the integral is ,equal to the total mass M

The normal modes are orthogonal with respect to the weighting function

m . The remaining generalized functions are listed below.

Generalized damping

cp.0/ upi(z)cok(z)dz

Generalized stiffness

I

Kj
r

(A)? mclytzlck
k
(2) dz

0

Generalized force

r. = f
rj
(z,t)56.(z)dz

o

The jth modal equation in terms of the generalized functions

a2qat .(t)

at
Kjqi(t)= P-:(0)

(4-12)

(4-13)

(4-14)

(4-15)

If we assume that the damping term is proportional to mass, this uncouples

the equations of motion (orthogonality properties may be used). If the

damping is assumed proportional to either stiffness or mass the equations

of motion will become uncoupled. The damping coefficient in terms of

mass is

njwiw

where

C

C damping factor

CC= 2 Miwi critical damping coefficient

C viscous damping coefficient

(4-16)



The jth differential equation of motion becomes

ait.(t) + 2 c. co. RIM)
at Jr-
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(4-17)

The computational problem is now reduced to solving n independent second

order differential equations of motion instead of n coupled second order

differential equations.

4.4.2 Use of Transforms

The equation of motion when the conductor is subject to an impulse

forcing function is

+ 2 Ci wj aclj(1) ci/q. 0)
a-t Mj

The Fourier transform of both sides of Equation (4-18) yields

(w2 + 2 ; wi w + w.f) Qi(w) =

(4-18)

(4-19)

The frequency response function is the Fourier transform of the differ-

ential equations of motion of the structure as it is forced by a unit

impulse. Solving for the frequency response function

Nj (w) = Qi tw) gel-j wf [1 cc:)22 i 2 Ci
(4-20)

The frequency response function can also be defined, and will be in this

study, as

Hi (w)
2[1 -a-j2 -1-i2C.-42

wi

1

(4-21)

The frequency response function is a complex function and it will be

separated into real and imaginary components. Multiplying both numerator
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and denominator of Equation (4-21) by the complex conjugate function

and regrouping terms

w2
1,).2

co( ) 1 (4-22)

{(1 (7)w22)2 4. (2 c. 94)2] [ 1 W22)2 + ( 2 C.
c4)21w1

The complex frequency response function can be represented by both a

gain and phase function

IH.(w)1
1/9J (w)

(4-23)

The gain factor is the square root of the sum of the squared components

and, upon simplification, is

IHj(w)I =
(ct.)

2 2
+ (2 Ci (4-24)

The frequency response function phase angle is the inverse tangent of

the imaginary component over the real component

0.1

6j(w) = tan 2tJw21

1- 92 (4-25)
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V. STATISTICS OF THE TRANSMISSION LINE CONDUCTOR

The method of design and/or analysis of a transmission line conductor

subject to potential vibrations from natural wind occurances can be accom-

plished in one of two different ways (42). A dynamic analysis in the

time domain, the deterministic method, involves the solution of the differ-

ential equations of motion of a vibrating conductor by numerical integra-

tion of the equations of motion on a digital computer. This method is

successfully used for the design of a conductor subjected to potential

vibrations if the time history of the forcing phenomena is known or

assumed. Since the true forcing function at a particular location for

the life of a transmission line conductor cannot be accurately established

prior to the life of the conductor, the forcing function must be assumed.

The risk of assuming a particular forcing function is obvious, but the

disturbing question that is not addressed is the likelihood that the

assumed forcing function will not be exceeded during the life of the con-

ductor. No reliability is ever determined for the conductor's design life.

The second method of dynamic analysis is in the frequency domain, or,

time series analysis. This involves calculating the conductor's frequency

response function and a spectral density forcing function which can be

combined to give the mean square displacement response of the conductor.

The spectral density forcing function can be adjusted to provide as large

a power content of a forcing function as desired. The probability of

occurrence of such a function can be subsequently established. The con-

ductor's frequency response function can be adjusted by design so that

the high power wind frequency components are not coincidental with the
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high values of the frequency response function. Several papers have

treated wind forces on structures in a similar manner (2,20,35,36,37,39).

The results of a time series analysis should establish a reliability

of the structure based on the conductor properties (conductor frequency

response function) and the wind characteristics (power spectral density

function). The reliability of the conductor with respect to the wind

environment is based on the expected life of the conductor and the cri-

teria for failure.

The importance of the time series analysis method is its ability

to handle the random forcing phenomena. Wind gust velocity which is

directly related to the gust forcing function is random in time and space

and possesses a Gaussian or Normal distribution, at least as the sample

size increases. Appendix A is a test for the normality of a wind gust

velocity sample. Appendix B is a test of the stationarity of a wind

gust velocity sample. It can be seen that the wind gusts are normally

distributed about a mean value and that a wind record of about seven min-

utes is sufficient to guarantee stationarity of the sample.

For a Gaussian process only the first two moments are necessary to

describe the process. For a Gaussian process with zero mean only the

second moment, or variance, is required. The correlations and spectral

densities are a function of the second moment. The output of a linear

operation on a Gaussian process is a Gaussian process whose properties

are governed both by the system characteristics of the conductor and by

the stochastic nature of the wind excitation. Several papers treat the

wind velocity distribution as an extreme value distribution (33,40,41),

rather than a normal distribution.
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Although the general distribution of the wind gust velocity is

nearly Gaussian it is probably not very accurate at high wind speeds

as there are physical and aerodynamic limitations on the build-up of

wind velocity.

Several important statistical operations are involved in the time

series analysis method used in this study and are listed below (10,11,

12,13,14).

5.1 Correlation Functions

There are two types of correlation functions, depending on the

desired results. The autocorrelation of a random function describes

the effect of a particular value of that function on future values. The

cross-correlation of two random functions describes the effect of a par-

ticular value of one function on future values of the other function.

The autocorrelation and cross-correlation integrals in the time domain

are respectively

rOD

R (r) = j fr(zi,t)fr(zilt+r) dt
-co

(5-1)
eaD

R(r)=j fr(zi,t)fr(z2,t+r)dt
-co

An estimation of the autocorrelation function for a finite record length

is obtained by taking the product of the samples at time t and t+ T ,

where T is the time displacement, and averaging over the sample record

time length T

f
??.(r) = fr (zilfr(z,) = U

Tm 2T
fr(zot)fr(z t +r)dtco (5-2)



An estimation of the autocorrelation function for a finite record

length of discrete observations is

mi: fr (Z) frk (z)

where

autocorrelation lag number

m maximum autocorrelation lag

fr (Z)
k

zero mean sample data values

N total number of sample data values

h observation time interval

40

(5-3)

The method of calculating the spectral density function by first

calculating the correlation function is called the method of lagged

products.

5.2 Spectral Density Function

An estimation of the wind gust velocity or wind gust force

spectral density function is by an even Fourier transform of the

corresponding autocorrelation function so that it may be defined as

a cosine transform

03

'd(f)= 4.1 (r) cos 27rfr dr
0

(5-4)

An estimation of the spectral density function is calculated at the

discrete frequencies

f =1"11 fC (5-5)
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where fc is the Nyquist cut off frequency, i.e., the highest frequency

that may be uniquely distinguished.

Gj 2 h + 211. cos jO _1_r (-1)k Km
1(.1 k m

(5-6)

The units of the spectral density function will be in terms of

power. The ordinate of the wind velocity spectral density function

will be in terms of velocity squared per cycle per second and the

ordinate of the wind force spectral density function will be in terms

of force squared per cycle per second.

A check on the correctness of the generation of the spectral

density function is accomplished by the trapazoidal method of numer-

ical integration

m-i
rto 2 mi h [0.5 Go + + 0.5 b-rp

1(.1

5.3 Sample Filtering

(5-7)

The wind velocity gust records must be filtered to eliminate an

unreasonable distortion of the spectral density function. The distor-

tions are a product of slowly varying wind components and finite length

sample records. Two digital filters are applied to the sample record

data values; the first being a high pass filter to eliminate the very

low wind gust velocity frequency components and the other is a Nanning

window filter that modifies the sample values because of the finite

length of the sample records.
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5.3.1 Hanning Filter

The Fourier transform of the autocorrelation function must extend

across all values of time lag

co

= 2 f R(T) CDS 27TfTC/T
-CO

(5-8)

The estimate of the Fourier transform of the autocorrelation function

of a sample record extending across only a finite number of time lags is

Or

`6"(f).- 21
max

R(r) COS 27TfT C/T
-T

MOX

co

'd(f) = 2f u(T)K(r) cos 277-fr
-co

(5-9)

(5-10)

where u(r) is a boxcar lag function that is effective between the max-

imum lag values (10,49)

u(r)

-Tmax Tma x

Figure 5-1. Boxcar Lag Function



The boxcar lag function is analytically defined as

u(r) = 11 Irl s Tmax

o Tmax
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(5-11)

Convolution of the boxcar lag function and the autocorrelation function

in the time domain is equivalent to multiplying the Fourier transform

of the two functions in the frequency domain. The Fourier transform of

the boxcar lag function is

OD
-i27rfr max

= f u(T) e dr (1) e dr
-°0 -rmOX

= 2r sin 2 vf Tmax
max

2 771TMOX

(5-12)

A plot of the Fourier transform of the boxcar lag function is shown in

Figure 5-2.

Figure 5-2. Boxcar Frequency Function
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The estimate of the spectral density function G(f) is the product,

of the unfiltered Fourier transform nf) and the boxcar frequency

function U(f)

G (f) = h(f)U(f) (5-13)

It is not necessary to use the boxcar frequency function specified in

Equation (5-11). A lag window may be used that will produce a frequency

window that is similar to that in Figure 5-2. It must be concentrated

about zero frequency but with side lobes which damp out as the frequency

gets further away from zero. A Hanning lag function, shown in Figure

5-3, used for a continuous function is defined and limited to

D (r)
2 (1- cos") irl< 27r2

0 ITI > 2 7T

Figure 5-3. Hanning Lag Continuous Function

(5-14)

The Hanning lag function, shown in Figure 5-4, used for discrete data

2(1---COSg) r=0,1,2,,..rn
Dr = D(rh) =

0 r> m (5-15)
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Figure 5-4. Hanning Lag Discrete Function

The Hanning lag function in terms of frequency can then be shown in

Figure 5-5 to be represented as

Figure 5-5. Hanning Frequency Function

Substitution of the Hanning frequency function into the Fourier

transform of the autocorrelation function gives a reasonable estimate

of the spectral density function of the finite sample wind velocity

record. An equivalent operation to multiplying the Hanning frequency

function with the unfiltered spectral density function of the applied

random forces is to adjust the unfiltered spectral density function
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discrete values by a set of unique coefficients. The coefficients that

must be used in the Hanning filter are 0.25, 0.5, 0.25 (10). The adjusted

discrete spectral density function of the applied random forces are

Go(f) = 0.5 do(f) + 0.5 'ai(f)

Gi(f) = 0.25 dj_1(f) + 0.5i0) + 0.25.6j.fi (f) (5-16)

Gm(f) = 0.5gm_1(f) + 0.5orn(f)

5.3.2 High Pass Filter

The length of the sample record must be long enough to establish

stationarity of the sample, and long enough to give a stable autocorrel-

ation function. All frequencies that are longer than the sample length

will cause the autocorrelation to be something other than unique, and so

a high pass filter is used to filter out the low frequency components.

The derivation of the high pass filter is as follows (50). The filter-

ing of low frequency components of wind velocity can be accomplished by

H (
v(z cu)
V( z ,w) w (5-17)

where

V(Z,0 wind sample values

v(z,t) filtered wind sample values

where a
'f

is the filtering frequency, the lowest frequency that is accept-

able, and taken as a decade below the lowest frequency that is possible

to distinguish.

A plot of Equation (5-17) will show that the DC component is com-

pletely filtered out. Frequencies that are below the lowest frequency
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that you can distinguish
''min

are filtered out to varying degrees. At

this minimum frequency the amplitude of that frequency is 10/11 of the

magnitude that is sampled.

Figure 5-6. High Pass Filter

A digital recursive first order form of the high pass filter that

modifies data in the time domain is derived. The temporal-frequency

relationship is

S
dt

(5-18)

When the temporal-frequency relationship is applied to Equation (5-17),

and terms are regrouped, the result is a transformation to the time

domain

d (v(z ,t) V (z. ,t)) = - v(z ,t) (1)
d t (5-19)

For a discrete set of data points differentiation may be formulated in

discrete terms. Letting k be the present data value number and k-1 be
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the last past data values, then Equation (5-19) can be approximated by

a first order difference equation

(vk(z) Vk(z)) = (v (z)- Vo(z)) 20t (v (z) + v
k-i(z))

Combining similar terms in Equation (5-20)

V ( z) = (VOZ) Vk-i(Z)) (I -4?)
v (z)
k-1

(5-20)

(5 -21)

The digital first order recursive filter in terms of the frequency in

cycles per second is

v
k
(z) (Vk (z ) Vkl(z)) (1- 7rff At) (7)

( 1 + f A t ) ( 1 + rf Pt) "k-1' (5-22)

An equation similar to Equation (5-22) is used to filter out the mean and

low frequency components of the lift force acting on the transmission line

conductor.

The temporal length of the sample record is increased to eliminate the

characteristics of the highpass filter from influencing the spectral

density function so that the sample record length is

T= -1-
ff

5.4 Convolution

(5-23)

The advantage of transforming functions from the time domain to the

frequency domain is that convolution of two time functions is eliminated.

To perform convolution of two functions in the time domain it is only

necessary to perform multiplication of the two transformed functions in

the frequency domain. The convolution integral in the time domain is



y(z,t) =

rco

x(z,-(-)htz,t-T) dr = x(z,t)it h(z,t)
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(5-24)
c0

If the operation is transformed to the frequency domain and h(t) has

the Fourier transform H(f) and x(t) has the Fourier transform X(f), then

the convolution h(t)*x(t) has the Fourier transform H(f)X(f).

Y(z,f):: H(z,f) X(z,f) (5-25)

A graphic representation of this multiplication is shown in Figure 5-7.

The X(f) function is shown as essentially a white noise function.

Figure 5-7. Frequency Function Multiplication

A property of the convolution integral in that either of the two func-

tions can be folded and shifted.

5.5 Parsevals Theorem

The theorem states that the energy in a function y(z,t) as computed

in the time domain must equal the energy of Y(Z,w) as computed in the

frequency domain. Let y(zot) and y(z2,t) be the response of the conductor
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at two discrete points, and let Y(zoo.)) and Y(Z2,a) be their respective

Fourier transforms. The product y(zot)y(z2,t) then equals

cc
y(z1,t)y(z2,t) = y(zi,t)11 f Y(z

2
co) t du)}

'
(5-26)

Integration of Equation (5-26), in the time domain, over all values gives

co Go

f y(zt,t)y(z2,t) dt = f
Go

yczio,
-co - { 127r fa) Y(z21w) eiwtcholdt

Interchanging the order of integration, Equation (5-27) becomes

(5-27)

fop

OD GO
cuty(zot)y(z2,t) dt = Y(z2,w) y(zi,t) e dt} du) (5-28)

GO L" -CO

The energy of the response in the time domain is equal to the energy of

the response in the frequency domain

rOD

1

cc

f y(zi,t,y(z2,t)dt = Y(zi,u) Yrtz2, co) du)
2 _co

where ylziloi) is the complex conjugate of Y(ZIOW)

(5-29)
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VI. ANALYTICAL FORMULATION

The formulation of the equation for the mean square displacement

response of a point on the transmission line conductor is presented in

this section. Combining elements from the proceeding chapters leads to

these results. A simplification to the formulation is presented that

will lead to a substantial reduction in computations with a minimal loss

of accuracy. An example expression for the mean square displacement

response of an example problem is given to illustrate the significance

of the various components.

6.1 Combining Mathematical Components

The mode shape of the jth mode of the transmission line conductor

with the assumed pinned-pinned boundary conditions was derived and

expressed by Equation (3-32)

sbi (Z) = C2 sin

yihk(z) = C2 sin kyi.

The amplitude of the mode shapes is arbitrary and will be set equal to

v4.5.- in this study

Op) =12 sin iviz

96k (z)

Substitution of the mode shapes into the equation for the generalized

mass, Equation (4-11), the generalized mass is equal to the total mass

fI rl o jk
m0.(z) 96 (z) dz = 2I m sin sin kvz dz

o k ml .1=k (6-3)

(6-1)

(6-2)



Substitution of the mode shapes into the equation of the normal mode

solution, Equation (4-5), the modal solution becomes

y(z,t) = > 96j (z) cij(t) = ch(t) sin jirz
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(6-4)

The Fourier transform of the modal solution from the time domain to the

frequency domain is

Y(z, w) = Qj(w) sin biz
(6-5)

The Fourier transform of the jth equation of motion from the time domain

to the frequency domain is

( w2 + i2Ciwjw + wf)cycor, 1(z1w)
Nlj (6-6)

P;(20.) _ Hj(w) TT(L))
Qjl (A) ) .2 (02

FAj wj (6-7)wi [1 -(LT2 + I

Substitution of the response in terms of the generalized coordinates in

the frequency domain is

Y (z,w) = I Hi(w)T(z)w) sin hrz
wi2

(6-8)

Parsevals theorem, Equation (5-29), relates the response in the time

domain to the response in the frequency domain

co cof y(zvt)y(z2,t)dt = 217 f Y(z w) YT CAA)Z
I'
w)co

(6-9)

The mean square displacement response between points 21 and 72 is

OD
y(y)y(72,t)C0 = 2100 Y(Z2,w)Y(21,w)cho

(6-10)
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Combining Equations (6-8) to (6-10) the mean square displacement response

is

y(z1)y(z2) ZE sin j7T.2 sin _r_kz f a) tlikw)Hk(w) iim 1 rr...(z,4..(z,w)dw (6-11)
J k I -a3, mjmk wfwrc T-00 27r T k

Substitution of the mode shapes into the equation of the generalized

forces, Equation (4-14), we obtain

Fr.(z,w)= F(z,w)sin...LLZ
j _r dzo r (6-12)

The mean square displacement response is upon substitution

CO 41

y(Zdy(Z2) > sin j72.Z
I

sin z f Hit"Hk.2(w)
k (6-13)

2 lim 1

--cci
T--co 27T

0 0
F(z

V rk
w)F(z

2'
w) sin j7-121 sin 1.3.13-2 dz dz

2 dw

The auto-and cross-spectral density functions of the applied random

forces is now included into the formulation for the mean square dis-

placement response. The auto-and cross-correlation functions, Equation

(5-2), of the applied random forces is

T

d
lim

r
(6-14)fr(zfr(z2) z co 2T

T
fr(zi,t)fr(z2,t+T)dt

When Parseval's theorem is applied to the forces in the time domain we

obtain

1 rT urn 1 F(z ,w) Fr.( z2,w) dwfr(zi)fr(z2) = 2 Tco 27rT r-T

co

Gf ( 22, w) dw

(6-15)

(6-16)



Where the auto-and cross-spectral density functions are defined as

G(z z lirn 1 F(z (0)F(z
21w)f 2' T_.00 277-T r p r

Substitution of the spectral density functions into the equation for

the mean square displacement response gives

OD PI

ylZdytZ2) = E sin Jrz Sin krz f rlikwirVul 2 j G4(z0z2,w)
I

J k c0 MjMkwjawk o 0 I

sin il+ sin k7F12 dz 1dz 2 dor

A function is now defined as the spectral density of the generalized

forces
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(6-17)

(6-18)

10 Gf(Zi,Z2,w) sin jp}Lik (w) - M. _2 dZ dz
2 (6-19)

1 kJ k

This function is substituted into the equation for the mean square dis-

placement response

co
ycz1)y(z2) = E sin j7_Lz f L. (w)11....sin JSLrg- 1(w)Hk(w)dw

j k Jk

Changing the limits of integration, we obtain

(6-20)

pc°

1

Y(z1)y(z2) c 2 E sin
I

sin L. (w)t-1:#(w)H ( )ce
k I k k (6-21)

The mean square displacement response of a single point on a transmission

line conductor is obtained by setting Z1 = Z2= z

c°Y2(z) = 2 E E sin jvz sin kirz f LA( co) Flit( w) Hk(co) dcu (6-22)

j k I o

An interpretation can be given to Equation (6-22) when it is separated

into similar and dissimilar terms
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co i#k
y2( z) = 2 E sin2Jrz f L.(w) FiNco) du) + 2 Z >2 Sill 1.7 Sin itZ7-Z

i
I o JJ j

J k '
I

f Lik(co)Hi(w)Hk(w)dco
o

The first integral is the contribution of the individual modes whereas

(6-23)

the second integral is the contribution from the coupling of modes. The

term Ljk(w) may be termed the spectral density of the generalized forces

when j=k and the cross-spectral density of the generalized forces when

j9Eli . It provides a measure of how well the random excitation couples

with the struCture because of the spatial characteristics of both the

loading and structure. Terms similar to the spectral density of the

generalized forces, Equation (6-19), are the joint-and cross-acceptance

functions (16).

I I

2 f rJik(w) 2 j j G (z z co) sin jaz4 sin -11(112 dz
1
dz 2

' I f P 2'0 0

For a transmission line conductor modeled as a finite set of discrete

(6-24)

points, the integral can be replaced by summations, and the mean square

displacement response becomes
OD

Y2(z) 4 sin t7rL sin LEI E HT(woHk(wo= E _ 2 z
i=1 r sK MjMk"j wk

GiCzozs, cop sinj/. ?r sin krzs w(6-25)

6.2 Simplifications

Certain modifications can be made to the transmission line conductor

mean square displacement response equation. These modifications will

result in a substantial reduction of the number of calculations and com-

puter time necessary to calculate the mean square response. These
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modifications will not change the amplitude of the mean square displace-

ment response to any appreciable degree.

The first modification is to neglect the phase relationship between

the frequency response function and the spectral density function of

the applied forces. This modification will result in a higher estimate

of the mean square displacement response of the transmission line con-

ductor (12). Equation (6-25) then reduces to

a)
y2 (z)

= Z E 4 _ sin ivz sin E> ZIFIj(wi)111-1k(0.01
j k Pj Pk wrq i I j=1 r S

(6-26)

sin_rjrz sin krzs A 0)Gt(ZriZsi WI)

The second modification is to eliminate the cross frequency response func-

tion terms. Figure D-1 of Appendix D is a plot of the frequency response

functions of a conductor for three lower modes. It can be seen that there

is very little coupling of the frequency response functions and that a

good approximation can be made by deleting these cross terms (12,14).

The equation for the mean square displacement response, Equation (6-26),

reduces to

y2(z) = 4 sine brz
11-hi(w)12 G (z z ) sine hrzr A

1 "ij r f r' r'up (6-27)
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VII. EXAMPLE PROBLEM

It is the purpose of this study to provide a method of determining

the mean square displacement response of a point on the transmission

line conductor when subjected to random wind gust forces. The wind gust

forces are directly related to the wind gust velocity which is random in

both time and space. The gust forces are applied at a finite number of

discrete points along the transmission line conductor.

A method is provided to carry out a parametric study on the effect

of conductor characteristics on the amplitude of aeolian vibrations. A

hypothetical problem is presented. The cost of acquiring the wind veloc-

ity and structural response data acquisition equipment, the cost of

stringing and instrumenting a transmission line conductor, and the cost

of data reduction would have been too prohibitive, at this time, to have

carried out other than a hypothetical study. The expected amplitude of

vibration of the transmission line conductor in this example appears to

be reasonable and, therefore, the hypothetical problem seems justifiable

under the above restrictions.

7.1 Wind Velocity Sampling

Sampling of the wind velocity at a future location of a transmission

line is necessary to develop the power spectral density function of the

wind forces on the transmission line conductor at that location. The

sampling rate and sample length must be chosen with care to prevent an

unreasonable distortion of the power spectral density function of the

wind forces.
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The sampling rate is determined by the highest frequency component

of the wind velocity that is expected. Since the wind velocity is made

up of some very high frequency, low energy components, and since the

sample rate cannot be infinitisimal, then some frequency aliasing must

be expected. The sampling rate must be such that the power in the

frequency components greater than can be sampled is negligible. In theory

the highest frequency component sampled is equal to one half the sampling

rate. This frequency component is termed the Nyquist cutoff frequency.

The length of the sample must be long enough to give a stationary

function. A second condition on the length of the sample is that it

must eliminate the high pass filter characteristics influencing the power

spectral density function. The low frequency components that cannot be

sampled because of the length of the sample are finite, and must be

filtered out with a high pass filter. Allowing low frequency components

to remain will effect the mean value of the sample, within the sample,

and cause a distortion of the autocorrelation function.

The wind gust velocity sample record is finite in length so that

the autocorrelation function is also finite in length, and this cannot

be transformed by the Fourier transform. A Hanning filter must be added

to the Fourier transform, in the form of a convolution integral, so that

the transform can operate on an autocorrelation function that extends

from 01 to +031 . As a matter of convenience the filter is actually

operated on by the Fourier transform and then combined with the Fourier

transform of the unfiltered autocorrelation function.
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7.1.1 Example Data

The wind velocity data used in this study was supplied by the

Battelle Memorial Institute of Richland, Washington (48). The wind

velocity data was taken in the spring of 1974, at the Bonneville Power

Administrations future UHV Mechanical Test Facility to be located at

Moro, Oregon. Four wind velocity recording stations were set up next

to an existing 500 KV twin circuit transmission line during two separate

tests, see Figure 7-1. The results of the first series of tests (wind

recording stations 1,2,5, and 6) were used for this study.

Each wind recording station consisted of a three component set of

Gill propeller anemometers which are oriented so that one anemometer is

parallel to the existing transmission line, one perpendicular to the line,

and one is positioned vertically. The wind records used in this study

were labeled Wind Data Channel 4, the normal component of the wind

velocity at wind recording station 1; Wind Data Channel 7, the normal

component of the wind velocity at wind recording station 2; and Wind

Data Channel 13, the normal component of the wind velocity at wind record-

ing station 5. The wind velocity data used in this thesis must be used

with a certain amount of caution. Inspection of Figure 7-1 shows that

some correlation of wind velocities at stations one and two and stations

five And six, might well exist.

The digital data was supplied on a magnetic tape with all 14 channels

per test in sequential order; two time records and 12 wind velocity records.

The data was separated into 14 individual channels and the normal component

of the wind velocity at wind recording stations 1,2, and 5 were then used.

The wind velocity sampling rate was at 2.4 samples per second per channel,
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Figure 7-1. Locations of Wind Recording Stations (48).
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and each channel contained about four and a half hours of data. Due to

the slow rate of data acquisition no data averaging was done. The wind

velocity records used for the input to the various computer programs,

developed for this study, had to be put ,into the correct format. The

main computer program can operate with a maximum of four separate wind

records, but this can be extended without difficulty. Each wind record

can be made up of a maximum of 10,000 data values each.

7.1.2 Data Analysis

Tests to determine if the wind gust velocity is normally distributed

are given in Appendix A, using the normal wind velocity from stations 1

and 5, i.e., Wind Data Channel 4 and Wind Data Channel 13. The computer

program developed for this Normality Test is also presented in Appendix A.

Tests to determine the minimum time span to provide a stationary wind

velocity sample, are given in Appendix B using the same wind velocity

records as in Appendix A. A sample length of about seven minutes appears

to be sufficient to give a stationary sample. The computer program de-

veloped for this Stationarity Test is also presented in Appendix B.

Random wind gusts are separated from the steady state wind velocity

and the slowly varying wind velocities by the use of the high pass filter.

The length of the wind velocity sample is then determined by the character-

istics of the high pass filter rather than the length needed to give a

stationary record. The Nyquist cutoff frequency is the highest frequency

that can be detected in a sample and for this example, where the sampling

rate is 2.4 samples per second, is

f = 1 sampling rate - 2.4 .1.2 cps.
c 2 At 2 2
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Any frequency component that is in the wind gust sample that is greater

than the Nyquist frequency will cause power to be aliased or folded back

into the lower frequency components. A distortion of the true power

spectral density function will occur from this aliasing.

This study used the method of lagged products to determine the

spectral density of the wind gust force of the transmission line con-

ductor. Setting the upper limit of the autocorrelation lags at 200,

for this example, then the smallest discrete frequency that can be ident-

ified within the sample wind velocity is

fmin= lags = 2001.2 -0.006 cps.

To eliminate the characteristics of the filter influencing the data

values that are of interest, and hence the autocorrelation and spectral

density functions, the high pass filter frequency is set one decade

below the minimum frequency that is recorded in the spectral density

function which for our purposes is

fmin 0.006f = 0.0006 cps.
f 10 10

The DC component or the mean value, is eliminated.

The length of the wind velocity sample is determined by the high pass

filter. This length is usually considerably longer than would have been

necessary to just obtain a stationary sample. It must be long enough so

that the filter characteristics will not be recognizable in the spectral

density function.

T .---

1

f 0.0006 = 1667 seconds
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The minimum number of wind velocity data points that must be analyzed is

therefore

N = sampling rote x minimum number of seconds = 2.4 x1667= 4000

The two wind velocity records, each containing from 400 to 40,000 data

values, were input to the computer programs, depending on the purpose

of the computer application.

7.2 Structural Modelling

The transmission line conductor is modelled as a taut string with

the conductor masses concentrated at discrete intervals, see Figure 7-2.

The span length is typical for the Bonneville Power Administrations

transmission lines. The coordinate system used in this study is shown

in Figure 7-3, where the z axis is along the transmission line, the x

axis is in the direction of the wind velocity, and the y axis is in the

direction of the lift force acting on the transmission line conductor.

1200'

200'

77977

f ( z2, 0 f ( z4,0

Figure 7-2. Structural Idealization

Figure 7-3. Coordinate System

TT Tr
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The conductor for this example problem, is a Chukar type conductor

that is used extensively throughout the Bonneville Power Administrations

electrical power transmission system. The conductor properties for this

study are listed below

Modulus of Elasticity 7,600,000 psi.

Conductor diameter 1.602 inches

Conductor weight 2.074 plf.

Horizontal tension 10.2 kips.

Conductor length 1200 feet

Subspan length 200 feet

Some conductor properties have not been established and have there-

fore been assumed. The inherent damping properties of the conductor are

developed due to the friction of strands sliding against each other and

due to hysteresis within the material. The assumed conductor damping

properties, represented as a percent of critical damping, for each mode

of vibration are listed below

1st. mode 1.2

2nd. mode 1.4

3rd. mode 1.6

4th. mode 1.8

5th. mode 2.0

The material properties of the conductor are combined to provide

the resonant frequencies and mode shapes of the conductor, and combined

with damping, the frequency response functions with respect to each

resonant frequency.
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The end conditions are assumed pinned. The error in this assump-

tion is negligible a short distance from the point of support.

7.3 Results and Conclusions

The wind gust velocity normalized autocorrelations, spectral density

functions and the normalized spectral density functions are presented

for each of the two wind velocities used in this example. The cross-

correlation and cross-spectral density functions of the two wind veloc-

ities are plotted next. The wind gust lift force normalized autocorrela-

tions, and spectral density functions for each of the two wind velocities

are then shown. The final plots are the cross-correlation and cross-

spectral density functions of the two lift forces. The numerical results

of the computer computations are presented along with observed values of

the amplitude of aeolian vibrations.

The normalized autocorrelation of the wind gust velocity recorded

normal to the transmission line conductor at station 1, and termed Wind

Data Channel 4, was plotted by the computer as shown in Figure 7-4.

It can be seen that the effect of previous values of the wind gust

velocity on future values decreases as the number of lags increases.

As the number of lags increases to 100 the normalized autocorrelation

has dropped to about 20 percent of the zero lag autocorrelation, and

as it increases to 200 lags the normalized autocorrelation becomes un-

correlated. The general trend of the normalized autocorrelation curve

appears to agree with those of other studies (51,52).

The spectral density function of the wind gust velocity of Wind

Data Channel 4, was computer plotted as shown in Figure 7-5. It can
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Figure 7-4. Autocorrelation Wind Velocity,
Wind Data Channel 4.
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Wind Data Channel 4.
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be seen that the spectral density function tends to follow the Normal

density function type of curve. Since the wind gust velocity was shown

to be Gaussian then this curve is the correct shape. It can also be

seen, from this figure, that there is very little energy in the frequency

components above 0.1 cps. This would indicate that the wind velocity

records were taken on a relatively calm day with a steady wind velocity.

There is generally, a finite amount of energy in the wind gust velocity

up to about two cycles per second.

Figure 7-6 is a plot of the normalized spectral density function

of Wind Data Channel 4. This figure is obtained when the spectral

density function plotted in Figure 7-5 is divided by the wind gust var-

iance and multiplied by frequency.

f S(f)

A definite peak is observed, as would be expected since the spectral

density function is similar to a Normal density function curve. This

result agrees very well with that of other studies (51,52).

The computer generated plots of the autocorrelation, spectral density

function and the normalized spectral density function of the wind gust

velocity normal to the transmission line conductor at wind recording

station 2 are shown in Figure 7-7 to Figure 7-9 respectively. The plots

are very similar to those shown in Figure 7-4 to Figure 7-6, for the

normal wind gust velocity component at wind recording station 1. Due

to the similarity of the plots no further comment need be made.
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The cross-correlation function that relates the normal wind velocity

at wind recording stations 1 and 2 was plotted by the computer as shown

in Figure 7-10. The plot was not normalized as the normalization at any

particular lag would have no physical meaning. As would be expected

there is a dependency between the two wind records. The correlation

begins to drop off at about 60 lags which represents a time difference

of about 25 seconds. This correlation would not be expected if the wind

recording stations were on line rather than one being ahead, with respect

to the normal wind velocity, of the other.

2d
-4

121 141 101 I811 201

L1155

.R[1590 rp,R_Lrarr,

Figure 7-10. Cross Correlation Wind Velocity,
Wind Data Channels 4,7.
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The cross-spectral density function relating the wind gust velocity

of wind recording stations 1 and 2 has been computer plotted in Figure

7-11. The cross-spectral density function, unlike the autospectral

density function, is a complex function. It has been plotted as a gain

function and a phase angle function. The plot of the gain function is

similar to the plot of the spectral density functions shown in Figures

7-5 and 7-8. The phase angle function is plotted and seems to center

about the zero phase angle.

The cross-correlation and cross-spectral density functions of the

wind gust velocity are not used in the determination of the mean square

displacement response of a point on the transmission line conductor.

These plots can be used to illustrate the relation of one wind gust

velocity with respect to another wind gust velocity.
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The correlations, spectral density functions, and the normalized

spectral density functions of the wind gust velocities were plotted as

an illustration only. One aim of this study was to develop the power

spectral density function of the wind gust lift forces that act on the

transmission line conductor. The formulation of the wind gust lift

force is dependent on the amplitude of the random wind gusts and the

alternate shedding of the vortices. In this study every instant that

the wind velocity was recorded a lift force was subsequently calculated.

The autocorrelation of the wind gust lift force calculated from the

wind velocity record taken normal to the existing transmission line at

wind recording station 1, is plotted in Figure 7-12. There is very

little correlation of wind gust lift forces other than the zero lag

autocorrelation. This means that the amplitude of the lift force is

Figure 7-12. Autocorrelation Wind Force,
Wind Data Channel 4.
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independent of all past values. The lack of correlation of the wind gust

lift forces is to be expected when this force is generated by all powers

of the random wind gust velocity up to and including the sixth power and

then modified with a sine function that represents the alternate vortex

shedding.

The spectral density function of the applied, random wind gust lift

forces at wind recording station 1, shown in Figure 7-13, appears to be

similar to a white noise function. The amplitude of force at all fre-

quencies, up to the Nyquist cutoff frequency, seems to be centered about

0.9 pounds force squared per cycle per second. If the forcing function

can be represented by a white noise function the calculations can be

greatly simplified.

I 001 0.1 t.0

KE,tEN:Y It Cr:,

14 IND f- GI -1-;LE- SIEC-I NIL -1 !TY
1 I I

Figure 7-13. Spectral Density Wind. Force,
Wind Data Channel 4.
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The autocorrelation function and the spectral density function of

the wind gust lift force at wind recording station 2 were computer plotted

and are shown in Figures 7-14 and 7-15 respectively. They appear to be

similar to the preceeding two figures, i.e., Figures 7-12 and 7-13, and

need not be commented on.

T-
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Figure 7-14. Autocorrelation Wind Force,
Wind Data Channel 7.

The cross correlation of the wind gust lift forces that were cal-

culated from the wind gust velocity records from wind recording stations

1 and 2, was plotted by the computer and shown as Figure 7-16. The plot

was not normalized as it would have no physical meaning. There are time

'periods where there was either positive or negative cross correlation

between the two wind gust lift forces.
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The cross-spectral density function of the wind gust lift forces

is plotted in Figure 7-17. It is a complex function requiring both a

gain function and a phase angle function for a complete representation.

Whereas the spectral density functions generated for each of the two

wind velocity records are used in the formulation of the mean square dis-

placement response of a point on the transmission line conductor, the

cross-spectral density function of the wind gust lift forces is not.

This plot and the preceding plot, i.e., Figures 7-16 and 7-17, were gen-

erated for illustration purposes only.
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The result of the random wind gust lift forces acting on the transmission

line conductor, in this example problem, is the mean square displacement

response of both the third point and the midpoint of the conductor, see
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Figure 7-2. The mean square displacement response of the third point

was computed to be 1.010 inches squared. The mean square displacement

response of the midpoint was computed to be 1.205 inches squared. The

maximum expected deflection of the conductor at the third point and the

midpoint would be 1.0 and 1.1 inches respectively. These computed

responses would then have to be added to the displacement response at

the respective positions due to the vortex shedding from the steady or

mean wind velocity.

The observed peak to peak displacement of a transmission line con-

ductor is in the neighborhood of 1.5 times the conductors diameter.

The diameter of a Chukar conductor, used in this example, is 1.602 inches,

so that the displacement of 1.1 inches due to the wind gusts appears to

be reasonable.
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VIII SUMMARY

The primary purpose of this study was to develop the formulation to

enable the computation of the mean square displacement response of a point

on a transmission line conductor that is subject to multiple point lift

forces. These lift forces are imposed on the conductor by wind gusts

that are random in both time and space. A computer program was developed

to carry out the computations leading to the mean square displacement

result. An example problem was worked using the methods developed in

this study and they were compared with observed responses. Several assump-

tions, limitations, and simplifications were necessary to carry out this

study and a need for future investigations with respect to these assump-

tions, limitations, and simplifications is needed to refine the results.

8.1 Summary of Analytical Formulations

The principal equations leading to the determination of the mean

square displacement response are presented. Only the equation numbers

are given to avoid overcrowding this section.

The lift force that acts on the transmission line conductor, rep-

resented by Equation (2-21), is a function of the conductor properties,

the random wind gust velocity and the periodic nature of the vortex

shedding. The lift force, as a time domain function, is transformed

to a spectral density function by the method of lagged products. This

method of transformation involves the autocorrelation of the discrete

time series of the lift force by Equation (5-3) and the Fourier trans-

form of the resulting discrete autocorrelation by Equation (5-6).
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The equation of motion of the vibrating transmission line conductor,

Equation (3-11) is developed using the system energy combined within

the variational equation. The spatial function of a separation-of-

variables solution to the equation of motion, with appropriate boundary

conditions, will produce the mode shapes, Equation (3-32), and the

resonant frequencies, Equation (3-34), of the vibrating conductor.

The time function of either the separation-of-variables solution or

a normal mode solution to the equation of motion will produce the equa-

tion of motion in terms of generalized coordinates, Equation (4-17),

and the conductors frequency response function, Equation (4-21).

The mean square displacement response of a point on the transmission

line conductor in discrete terms is a summation of components and is

given by Equation (6-25). Simplifications are made to the mean square

displacement response so that the expression used in the computer pro-

gram is given by Equation (6-27).

8.1.1 Secondary Results of Formulation

Several interesting results were generated in the course of the

formulation of the mean square displacement response. These results

included the statistical nature of the wind gusts, the relationship of

the lift coefficient to the wind velocity, and the importance of complex

function phase angle and cross terms.

Two wind velocity records were operated on in an attempt to define

some of the statistical properties of the wind gusts. Since this study

was based on the assumption that the wind gusts are random and possess

a Gaussian or Normal distribution, at least as the sample size increases,
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it was necessary to show that these properties did indeed exist. Appen-

dix A was developed to illustrate that the wind gusts were random and

did possess a Normal distribution. A second assumption that had to be

shown was that there did exist a finite time span where the time series

function, in this study the wind gust velocity, could be termed stationary.

Results of tests that were carried out in Appendix B show the time span

to obtain a stationary wind gust velocity is about seven minutes.

The lift coefficient, as an element of the lift force, is a function

of both the wind and conductor characteristics. In most studies either

the wind velocity was assumed a constant or the lift coefficient was

assumed a constant for all wind velocities. It has been shown that the

lift coefficient, for a particular size conductor, is velocity dependent

and this relationship was investigated in Appendix C of this study. The

dependency of the amplitude of the lift coefficient with the magnitude

of the wind velocity was incorporated into the formulation of the lift

force used in the generation of the lift force spectrum in this study.

The relative importance of the cross frequency response function

terms was investigated in Appendix D. It can be seen that if damping is

included in the equation of motion of the transmission line conductor

then it will be included as part of the frequency response function with

respect to each resonant frequency. As the damping, represented by the

percent of critical damping, increases, the frequency response function

.curve for a particular resonant frequency will cross over the frequency

response function curves representing other resonant frequencies. The

degree that the curves cross is an indication of the coupling of modes

due to damping. Since the damping is small in the transmission line
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conductor, the crossing of these curves and consequently the cross fre-

quency response functions, are dropped from the formulation for the mean

square displacement response.

8.1.2 Comparative Results of Example Problem

An example problem was worked to test the formulations by comparison

of the value of the mean square displacement response from the wind gusts

to those that are accepted from observation. Computer generated plots

were shown to compare the auto-and cross-spectral density functions that

were developed by the computer with those drawn by other investigators

using different wind records. The autocorrelation functions of the wind

gusts, shown in Figures 7-4 and 7-7, agree with those provided in refer-

ences 51 and 52. The spectral density functions of the wind gusts, shown

in Figures 7-5 and 7-8, are in the general shape of a Normal density func-

tion with a zero mean. This is the shape that the spectral density func-

tion of a Normal random variable should assume, so it is relatively safe

to state that these two diagrams are correct. The normalized spectral

density function pictured in Figures 7-6 and 7-9 were derived from the

functions used to plot Figures 7-5 and 7-8. The normalized spectral

density functions are very similar to those also found in references 51

and 52.

The amplitude of displacement response of the transmission line

'conductor due to aeolian vibrations appears, in the example problem, to

be slightly smaller than has been observed. It is felt by this author

that the results are close enough that there is justification in using the

formulations and associated computer programs to predict the amplitude

of vibrations.
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8.2 Areas for Future Investigation

Assumptions, limitations, and simplifications have been made through-

out this study. The author believes that they were reasonable and prob-

ably did not change the amplitude of vibration of the transmission line

conductor to any appreciable degree. Areas of this study that could lend

themselves to further investigation are listed below.

A program with the goal of defining the nature of the wind, at least

in the Pacific Northwest region of the United States, should be under-

taken. The results of this study could be compared with wind studies in

other parts of the United States and around the world. Factors that

effect the randomness of the wind gusts should be pointed out and included

in future formulations. The use of directional wind gust spectra could

be investigated. A universal wind spectrum based on surface roughness

and mean wind velocity to be used in the United States could be developed.

The formation of the spectral density function of the wind gust or assoc-

iated lift forces could be accomplished in a much more efficient manner,

with respect to computer time, by using the Fast Fourier transforms rather

than the method of lagged products used in this study. Finally, the

spectral density function of the wind gust lift forces should be investi-

gated for white noise representation which would simplify the formulations.

Wind lift and drag forces acting on a moving, stranded conductor

should be investigated. The lift and drag coefficients are probably

dependent, to some extent, on the stranding of the conductor and to the

conductor's movement.
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The model used to represent the transmission line conductor could

be improved. The structural properties of the conductor are not as

clearly defined as they should be and the damping values, with respect

to the individual modes, are nearly nonexistent. The model could in-

clude the catenary shape rather than the taut string shape used in this

study. Boundary conditions that are more representative of the actual

boundary conditions could be included in a new model.

There are areas open for investigation that would refine the re-

sults of this study.
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APPENDIX A

WIND VELOCITY NORMALITY TEST

This appendix was included in this thesis to illustrate the fact

that the wind velocity gust records are random in time and that they

may be represented as a Normal Probability density function.

A.1 Scope of Test

Treating the wind velocity gusts as a stochastic function is based

on the assumption that the wind velocity is random in nature and conver-

ages, as the sample size increases, to a Normal Probability distribution.

One of several methods that can be used to show that the wind velocity

gusts are in fact Normal, is to plot the percentage of frequency of

occurrences of wind velocity gust data values on Normal Probability density

paper. The plot of a straight line on this paper indicates that the wind

is in fact random with a Normal Distribution.

A.2 Program Capabilities

The computer program at the end of this appendix can process a very

large amount of wind velocity data. Two wind velocity records were used

for this test, with each record consisting of 40,000 wind velocity data

values. The two wind velocity records used were termed Wind Data Channel

4 and Wind Data Channel 13, the normal component of wind velocity with

respect to the existing transmission line at wind recording stations 1

and 5 respectively, see Figure 7-1. The computer program determined the
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maximum and minimum wind velocity gust of each record and then divided

the difference into 40 wind velocity intervals. The number of occur-

rences of wind velocity that fell into each interval is counted and an

accumulative percentage of occurrences is calculated and printed.

A.3 Test Results

Tables A-1 and A-2 are the accumulative percent of occurrences of

wind velocity with respect to increasing wind velocity. Figures A-1 and

A-2 are plots of the percentage of occurrence of wind velocity gusts, with

respect to wind velocity, that has been tabulated in Tables A-1 and A-2

respectively. The two plots closely approximate straight lines so that

the assumption that the wind velocity gusts are random and Normally dis-

tributed is justifiable.
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Wind
Velocity
MPH

Cumulative
Percent of
Occurrences

Wind
Velocity
MPH

Cumulative
Percent of
Occurrences

Wind
Velocity
MPH

Cumulative
Percent of
Occurrences

-2.54 0.002 7.41 22.087 16.66 96.082
-1.82 0.005 8.12 28.530 17.37 97.182
-1.12 0.012 8.84 35.837 18.08 97.962
-0.41 0.020 9.55 44.320 18.79 98.602
0.30 0.047 10.26 52.375 19.50 99.012
1.01 0.162 10.97 60.050 20.22 99.320
1.72 0.547 11.68 66.912 20.93 99.535
2.43 1.195 12.39 73.497 21.64 99.725
3.15 1.960 13.10 79.787 22.35 99.848
3.86 3.112 13.81 84.745 23.06 99.945
4.57 4.987 14.53 88.640 23.77 99.965
5.28 7.695 15.24 91.790 24.48 99.997
5.99 11.370 15.95 94.402 25.19 100.000
6.70 16.382

Table A-1. Normality Test Wind Data Channel 4.

Wind
Velocity
MPH

Cumulative
Percent of
Occurrences

Wind

Velocity
MPH

Cumulative
Percent of
Occurrences

Wind
Velocity
MPH

Cumulative
Percent of
Occurrences

-2.13 0.012 8.10 46.540 17.61 98.552
-1.40 0.017 8.83 55.560 18.34 99.070
-0.67 0.037 9.57 64.020 19.07 99.390
0.06 0.142 10.30 71.587 19.80 99.600
0.79 0.315 11.03 77.642 20.53 99.687
1.52 0.607 11.56 82.790 21.27 99.795
2.25 1.340 12.49 86.925 22.00 99.880
2.98 2.757 13.22 90.135 22.73 99.927
3.72 5.325 13.95 92.755 23.46 99.967
4.45 8.862 14.68 94.527 24.19 99.985
5.18 13.550 15.42 96.022 24.92 99.992
5.91 20.112 16.15 97.065 25.65 99.995
6.64 28.502 16.88 97.917 26.38 100.000
7.37 37.030

Table A-2. Normality Test Wind Data Channel 13.
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A.4 Program Listing

210 FORMAT (F10.6)
00 220 1=1,11,8
DAL READECS (c(i),I0)
DO 220 JJ=1,8

PROGRAM NoRmAL(INPuT,TAPE5=INPUT,OUTPUT,TAPE6=OUTPUT,TAPE1,TAPE2) C(JJ)=C(JJ)SCALE

INTEGER B CALL wRITECS (C(I),I,8)

DIIENSION 3(201,C120),IP1(50),P1(50) 220 CONTINUE

REWIND 1

WRITE (6,423) II

IC LOADING WIND OATA INTO EXTENDED CORE STORAGE 420 FORMAT (/,2X,NUMBER OF DATA POINTS ,I5)

WRITE (6,100) CALL MEAN (I(,AmEAN)

100 FORMAT (F,2x,RECORD START ) CALL MEANSQ(II,AMSQ)

READ (5,110) START VAR.ANSO-AMEAN.*2

110 FORMAT (FS)
WRITE (6,410) ANEAN,VAR

ISTART=START 410 FORMAT (1,2K, MEAN,F10.5,//,2X,VA,ZIANCE,F10.5)

WRITE (6,120) CALL TEST (IGABIG,ASHA)

120 FORMAT (/,2x,RECORO FINISH 1 AmovE=ASAA

PE5O (5,111) FINISH DEL=(ABIG-AsmA) /40.
BH,OvE=AHOvElOELIFIwISH=FINism

Il=(iFINIsH-ISTART),20
DO 300 II=1,40

NCONT.1 JA:K=0

IS1=ISTART-1 N=0

00 115 IJ=1,ISI 00 310 12=1,11,8

READ (1,116) IFOOL CALL READECS (C(1),I2,8)

115 FoRHAT (I4) DO 310 JJ=1,8

115 ComT/NuE
N=4«1

DO 130 ICO4T=ISTART,IFINISH
IF(N.GT.I11 GO TO 360

READ (1,140) (3(JJ),JJ=1,20) IF(C(JJ1.GE.ASOVE.ANO.C(JJ).LT.BHOVE) JACK=JACKi

IF(E0F,1) 122,123 310 CONTINUE

122 WRITE (60241 ICONT 360 CONTINUE

124 FoRAT (/,2X,15) IPf(II)=JACK
IF(II.EQ.40)

(23 CONTINUE AMOVE.AMOVE,,OEL00 (25 I4=1,20
9MOVE=3MOVERDEL

(25 C(I4) =3(06)
CALL NRITECS (C(1),NCONT,20) 300 CONTINUE

1.CONT.NCONT20 ISJM=0

130 CONTINUE
DO 320 12=1,40

140 FORmAT (2014)
IS34=ISUM.IP1(I2)

C REMOVE CLICHES 320 CONTINUE

NDONT=I1-3
IF(ISum.NE.I1) WRITE (6,400) ISum

DO 150 ICH=1,NCONT 400 FORMAT (/,2x,151

CALL READECS (C(1),IC11,3)
WRITE (6,430)

IF (C(2).E7.-999.) C(2).(C(1)C(3)1/2. 430 FORMAT (66x,wINO,4X,CuHULATIVE,/

CALL wRITECS (C(1),ICH,3)
14x,vELOCITx,2x,.PERCENT,/

150 CONTINUE
214X,OCCURANCE)

WRITE (5,180)
Am0yE=ASmA-DEL/2.

(80 FORMAT ( /,2X,19H0ATA TIME INTERVAL
SuI=0.

READ (5,190) TIME
00 330 12=1,40

190 FORMAT (F10.5)
PI(I2)=IPI(I2) tU

)(

Am0LJE=AM3VEDEL
WRITE (6,200)

200 FORMAT (/,2x,18HOATA SCALE FACTOR ) PII=I1

READ (5.210) SCALE
PI(I2)=P1(I2)/pil



SUM=SUM4P1(12)
WRITE (6,3401 AMOVE,SUI

340 FORMAT (/,LX,2F1(1.5)
330 CONTINUE

END
SUBROUTINE TEST (14,AB,AS1
DIMENSION x(81
CALL REAOECS (X(1),1,11
AB=X(1)
AS=X(1)
DO 10 1=1,1,1,8
CALL REAOECS (X(I1,I,8)
00 10 II=1,8
IF(x(II1.GT.AB) AD=X(II)
IF(X(II1.LT.AS1 AS=X(II)

10 CONTINUE
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE MEA4(II,AMEAN)
ufmt.Nsiou x(81
SU4=0.
DO 50 I=1,I1,8
CALL REAOECS (X(11,I,81
00 50 II=1,8

50 SUM=SUM*X(II)
AI1=Il
ANEAN=SUM/AI1
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE MEANSQ(N,TOTAL1
DIMENSION X(81
SUM=0.
DO 10 I=1,N,8
CALL READECS (X(11,I,8)
DO la 11=1,8

10 SUM=SUIPX(II)*2
AN=N
TOTAL=SUM/A4
RETURN
END
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APPENDIX B

WIND VELOCITY STATIONARITY TEST

This appendix was included in the thesis to establish the minimum

length of the wind velocity gust sample record that must be recorded

to obtain a stationary record. Stationarity of a random sample record

will provide the same sample characteristics over any minimum record

length.

B.1 Scope of Test

A sample record must be long enough to permit nonstationary trends

to be differentiated from the random fluctuations of the wind velocity

time history. The Run Test (10) was used in this study to evaluate the

stationarity of the wind velocity sample time history. The sample record

is divided into a finite number of equal length segments. The standard

deviation was computed for each segment, and the standard deviation for

the entire record was calculated. It was hypothesized that the wind

velocity gusts were stationary over a particular time span. The hypoth-

esis was accepted at a certain level of significance if the number of

runs observed in the sequence of segmental standard deviations relative

to the mean standard deviation is within certain limits established by

the level of significance one attaches to the hypothesis.

B.2 Program Capabilities

The computer program at the end of this thesis can process the same

volume of wind velocity data as that of Appendix A. The two wind velocity
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records that were used for this test were also the same as those used in

Appendix A. The computer program divided the time span for a particular

test into 20 equal time intervals. The standard deviation of each interval

was computed and plotted along with the mean value of the standard devia-

tion for the entire time span used. At the five percent significance level

the number of crossings of the segmental standard deviation with respect

to the mean standard deviation must be between six and fifteen to be con-

sidered independent. Computer generated plots of the standard deviation

for each interval for each Run Test are shown in Figures B-1 to B-4.

B.3 Test Results

The plots shown in Figures B-1 to B-4 were drawn by the computer and

must be examined to determine the minimum time length to record wind

velocity to give a stationary wind velocity gust record. It can be seen

from Figure B-1, which represents almost three minutes of wind data, that

the number of crossings of standard deviations(four) with respect to the

mean standard deviationis below the minimum number of crossings (six) for

the hypothesis at the five percent significance level to be accepted.

The hypothesis that the wind velocity sample was stationary over that time

period must be rejected. Figure B-2 is a test of about seven minutes of

wind data. It can be seen that the number of crossings (ten) is within

the limits (six to fifteen) so the hypothesis is accepted that the wind

velocity sample for a seven minute time period is stationary at the five

percent significance level. Figure B-3 represents the entire four and

a half hour wind velocity sample record, and it also is stationary with

respect to the five percent significance level. The preposition that
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a wind velocity sample record is stationary when sampled over about a

seven minute time period, appears to be valid.

A check on a second wind velocity record is shown in Figure B-4,

and that record length is also stationary at about seven minutes.
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B.4 Program Listing

PP0GRA4 STATION(I6PUT,TAPE5=INPUT,OUTPUT,TAPE6=OUTPUT,TAPEI,TAPE2)
INTEGER B 19EL=II/20

DI"E.:SIO4 B(201,C(201,1,1(201 N=0

9E0140 1
OFL=IDFL

C LOADING 4141) DATA INTO EXTENDED CORE STORAGE DO 250 I=1,II,IDEL

oPIT5 (5,1001 N=N+I

100 FORrAT (/,?x,PECORD START *1 SO41=1.

PEE' (5,1171 START
110 Fcl"AT

51)92 =0.
CO 260 J=I,IDEL

ISTERT=START
NPITT (6,120) CALL PADEcs (4,IJ,1)

120 FO,"AT (/,2x,,RECOF1 FINISH *1 Sli"1=:.U.1A

REED (5,1101 FINISH SU"2=Su42.A2
IFINIS-4=FINISH 260 CONTINUE

I1.(IFINISH-ISTART1,20 SUII=SUAI/OEL

1e7DNT=I SU"2=SU"2/(DFL-1.1

ISI=ISTART-1 PI(N1=Sf1 T(SU42 -SUNI1**2)

00 115 IJ=1,ISI 2" .CY=01.PEED 11,1161 Tram_
116 FOR"ET (141 DO 270 1=1,20

115 CONTI..JE SU.1=P1(I)*SU"

00 130 ICr7NT=ISTART,IFINISH 270 CONTINUE
E'EED (1,140) (4(JJ),JJ=1,201 sum=sum/?n.
IE(E0F,1) 122,123 CELL TEST (PI,20,ABIG,ASHA1

122 SPITE (6,124) ICONT BHOVE=(AeIG-AS44I/7.
124 FOR'ET (/,2x,I5) A"DVE=3EL2.TINE
123 CO4 TV. 2E.

CALL PLOTS (0,1,2)
DO 125 14=1,20 CALL PLOT (2.0,-31

125 C(I4)=i(I4) CALL SYNSCL 10.,-.7,.2,21NTEST FOR STATIONARITY,0"21)

CELL ITE7::, (C(1),NCONT,20) CELL ISIS (0.,1.,31HTIHE FROM START OF RECORD, sEc.,-31o0.03.,3.,
No2.iT=100vT.23 IAHovE,Io.,-1)

130 CONTI.:'.:E CALL A(IS (1.,0.,27HSTANDARD DEVIATION, FT/SEC.,27,7,03.,ASMA,840

141 FOR0AT (7114) IVF,10.,21

C f-E-43iE CLICHES suH=(Su4-As4A).7./(AeTc-As44)
NODNT = - CELL PLOT (0.,S4m,31

DO 151 IC"=i,\C3NT CALL PLOT (10.,sum,2)

CALL FEE7ECS (C(I),ICH,3) 1,1111=( P1(1)-ESA4)7./(40IG-ASHA)
C(2)=(C(11+C(3)1,2. CALL FLO' (.5,1'1(11,31

CELL s.,ITECS (C(I),ICH,1) DELTA=3.5
150 C).TI..iE 00 300 1=7,20

oPITE (6,1811 DFLTA=1FLTA,,5
101 FrI"ET (/,250DATA TI"E INTERVAL *1 Pi(I)=(P1(11-ASNAI7./(A3IG-ASHA)

FFA3 (5,150) TIME CALL PLOT (DELTA,PI(I),2)
110 Fr:.,IAT (F10.5) 300 CONTINUE

MDITE (6,201) CALL FLCT (0.,0.,999)

200 FOR"AT (/,2x,*DATA SCALE FACTOR *) END

REED (5,2151 SCALE SU5RJUTINE TEST (X,N,A3,AS1

210 FO"AT (F10.61 DI"ENSION X(I001

DC 222 1=1,11,20 AB=x(1)
As.x11)CELL FEADECS (C(1),I,20)

r--

C7 229 JJ=1,20 00 10 I=1,N CD

C(JJ)=C(JJ)*SCALE IF(x(I).GT.AB) AB=X(I)
CALL wITECS (C(I),I,20) IF(X(I).LT.4S1 4S=X(I)

220 CONTINUE 10 CONTINUE

WRITE (6,730) II RETURN

230 FORAT ( /,2X,'NUMBER OF DATA POINTS '1,16) END
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APPENDIX C

LEAST SQUARE CURVE FIT OF LIFT COEFFICIENT
VERSUS REYNOLDS NUMBER

The lift force generated by the wind moving past the transmission

line conductor is a function of the conductor's length and diameter,

and the air density and relative velocity. It is also a function of the

lift coefficient which has generally been taken as a constant, for a

given conductor diameter, over all wind velocities. The lift force used

in this thesis is based on a lift coefficient that is a function of

Reynolds number, or for a particular conductor diameter and air viscosity,

it is based on a function of the wind velocity.

C.1 Least Squares Curve Fit Procedure

A table of experimental values that relate the lift coefficient to

the Reynolds number was given in Chen's papers (3,8). Since the wind

velocity could be, within limits, an infinite number of values and since

the Reynolds number is based on wind velocity, then a finite set of lift

coefficients was unsatisfactory. The method to obtain the lift coeffic-

ient as a function of the Reynolds number is by a curve fitting procedure

called the method of least squares. Different transcendental equations

may be tried to obtain the best fit curve.

The degree of the least square derived polynomial can be increased

to that of the number of data points, but smoothing of the polynomial is

lost. The best fit smoothed curve can be calculated by looking at the

residuals between the data points and the function at those same points.
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The sum of the square of the residuals is

where

2 11 r_ m 2

8m 1. [C anR.
1.1 j j

(51i experimentally derived lift coefficients

am coefficients to the approximate lift coefficient function

Ri Reynolds number

The measure of the goodness of fit of a curve is

where

2
2 Om

m n-m-1

n number of lift coefficient data points

m degree of the polynomial curve

The best fit, smoothed curve is that which gives a minimum value

of
2

aim.

C.2 Computer Program Capabilities

The computer program used in this thesis for the least squares curve

fit was one of the UCLA Bio-Medical Computer Programs that are on mag-

netic tape at the Bonneville Power Administration. The computer program

can test both polynomial and exponential equations from a linear form to

one that is a 20 order equation. The only set of transcendental function

used in this study were a set of polynomial equations.
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C.3 Least Square Curve Fit Results

Six polynomial curves were tried and the cr2values as computed by

the computer are listed in Table C-1. The minimum cr2 value is from a

fourth degree polynomial curve which represents the best fit least square

curve. The coefficients as generated by the computer program for the

fourth degree polynomial curve are

c
o

0.3841

-6
c
1

= 8.4175(10)

-11
c
2

= 7.6646(10)

c
3

= 1.7625(10)
-15

c
4

= 5.6553(10)
-21

A plot of the best fit curve as it relates the lift coefficient to the

Reynolds number is shown in Figure C-1.

Degree
Polynomial

1 2 3 4 5 6

cr2 Values 0.04196 0.01095 0.00553 0.00396 0.00473 0.00586

Table C-1. Degree Polynomial Versus Computed cr2 Values

C.4 Future Work

The computer program used for the least squares curve fit of the

lift coefficient versus the Reynolds number could have been improved

upon in one of two ways. A logarithimic transformation could have been

made so that all Reynolds number values could be equally spaced. The

curve would then be easier to fit the spread out data values rather than

a set of values closely spaced at lower Reynolds numbers and sparsely
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Figure C-1. Fourth Order Least Square Curve Fit of the
Lift Coefficient Versus the Reynolds Number.

spaced at higher Reynolds numbers. A second method to obtain a better

curve fit would have been to weight the data points with respect to the

slope of the function at those points. If the function is adjusted its

effect is more pronounced at data points with a steep slope than one with

a mild slope. Data points that have the greater slope have greater effect

on the least square curve fit coefficients. Weights could be given data

points with respect to the slope secant at those data points with mild

slope will have equal effect on the coefficients as data points at a

steep slope.
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C.5 Coefficient Check

A check on the correctness of the values of the coefficients is

given, for a Reynolds number of 2,000 and a Reynolds number of 100,000.

For a 1.6 inch diameter conductor the lift coefficient as a function of

the wind velocity becomes

C = 0.3841 + 5.2610(10) 2
V(z,t) d + 2.9940 (10)-3V2(z,t)d2

1

4.3030(10) 4V3(z,t) d3 + 8.6 2 94(10)6V4(z,0 d4

C
1

= 0.3841 + 7.0147 (10)3V(z,t) + 5.32 27(165 V2(z,t)

1.0 210 (166V3(z,0 + 2 .7258(169V4(z,t)

and the Reynolds number as a function of the wind velocity is

R = 6 2 5 0 V( z,t) d = 833. 33 V(z,t)

1. For a Reynolds number of 2000

V(z,t) = 2.40 fps = 1.64 mph

C, = 0.4012 check

2. For a Reynolds number of 100,000

V(0) = 120 fps = 82 mph

C
1

= 0.7933 check

Both calculations give a lift coefficient the same as the experimental

values. The coefficients are then incorporated into the lift force

formulation.
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APPENDIX D

FREQUENCY RESPONSE FUNCTION TERMS

This appendix is included in the thesis for investigation of the

relative importance of the frequency response function and the cross

frequency response function terms of a transmission line conductor.

D.1 Scope of Test

The frequency response functions, for each mode of vibration of a

transmission line conductor, are a function of the conductor properties

and are independent of the forcing functions. The degree of coupling

between modes of vibration can be shown when the frequency response func-

tions are plotted. The formulation for the mean square displacement

response of a transmission line conductor can be simplified if the mag-

nitude of the cross-frequency response terms are negligible in comparison

to the frequency response function terms.

D.2 Program Capabilities

A computer program was developed for this thesis which will calcu-

late the gain factors of several frequency response functions, centered

about the resonant frequencies of the particular frequency response

functions that are of interest. The computer program plots these func-

tions with respect to frequency. The frequency response function gain

factor varies with conductor properties and frequency, some represent-

ative conductor properties were assumed and are listed below as input

to the computer program.
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Modulus of Elasticity 7,600 ksi.

Conductor tension 10.2 kips.

Length 1150 feet

Diameter 1.602 inches

Weight 2.071 plf.

Damping as a percentage of critical

Mode 1

Mode 2

Mode 3

1.2

1.6

2.0

D.3 Results of Investigation

It can be seen from Figure D-1, that for a white noise or nearly

white noise forcing spectral density function the values of the amplitude

of the frequency response function gain is significantly greater than

the amplitudes where the frequency response function cross. It is then

a reasonable approximation to drop all the cross-frequency response

function terms in the formulation of the mean square displacement

response of the transmission line conductor.
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D.4 Program Listing

PROGRAM FRF(INFUT,TAPE5=/NPUT,OUTPUT.TAPE620UTPUTpTAPE20)
.DIMENSION DAMP(50),C1510,AOMEGA15111.GAINC30/

MODE PROPERTIES

READ (5,10) Nummoo
10 FORMAT 1I21

WRITE (6,201 NUMMOD
2J FORMAT 1/,2X,NUMOER OF MODES g/2/

00 30 iri,Hummus
READ (5i40) oAtem

40 FORMAT (F7.5)
WRITE (6OO) I,DAMPW

51 FORMAT ( /1,2X.9MODE .12, DAMPING g1F6.5).
30 CONTINUE

C
C CONDUCTOR PROPERTIES

C
C
C

1311 CONTINUE

FREQUENCY RESPONSE FUNCTION GAIN

00 150 I.1,NUMMOD
START=A0nEGA(I)...1.
00 160 J=1,30
GAIN(J)=1./SORT111.1START/AOMEGAII/72/212.0ANP1I1START
1/AOMEGACl//"2)
'START.SIART,O.1

161 CONTINUE
C
C PLOT. ROUTINE
C

IF(I.NE.() GO TO 165
C CALL PLOTS 10,1,20

READ (5,60) E CALL PAPRSZ (72.,10.5)
60 FORMAT (F6.1) CALL PLOT (2.0.113)

WRITE (6,70) E CALL SYMBOL (0.9...7,.2,35HSTRUCTURAL FREQUENCY RESPONSE FUNCTIONS,
7$ FORMAT (/,2x,moeuLus OF ELASTICITY ,F5.0, KSI*1 10.'39/

READ (5,60) T IFII.EQ.J1 CALL TEST CGAINIA8/0
WRITE 16,001 T CALL AXIS 10.90.,20MFREQUENCY IN RAD/SEC,..21,(14,0.0.0.500.1011

$0 FORMAT 1/,2X,OONDUOTOR TENSION +1F4.1. KIPS*/ DEL=ABIG/W.
READ 15,60) AL CALL AXIS 10.10.,ANGAINg410.050.00.,DEL,10.91/
WRITE (6,90) AL 165 CONTINUE

90 FORMAT ( /,2X,OONOUCTOR LENGTH ,F5.111 FEET) XMOVE=AOMEGACI1..1.
READ (5,40) OIA SCALE1=G11INC1)°5./ABIG
WRITE (6,100) OIA CALL PLOT (XMOVE,SCALEI,3)

100 FORMAT (/,2X,CONDUCTOR DIAMETER IpF6.411' INCHES) XMOVE=XMOVE.1
READ 15,401 N CO 170 J=2,30
WRITE 16,1101 N SOALEI=GAIN(J)11./ABIG

110 FORMAT 1,,2%,CONOUGTOR WEIGHT *F6.4, PIP) CALL PLOT (XMOVE,SCALEI,2)
1/=13.141610IA/2041/4. XMOVE=XMOVE*.1
AN.14/32.2 170 CONTINUE

C IFCI.E0OWNNOD/ CALL PLOT (11.01.p919)

C CONSTARTS 151 CONTINUE
C STOP

DO 120 I=(,NUMMOD ENO
CID.CFLOAT(I)°3.1416/1AL°120/2 SUBROUTINE TEST IGAIN,ABIG/

12$ CONTINUE DIMENSION GAIN(L)
C ABIG=GAIN111
C RESONATE FREQUENCIES .00 10 I.2,31
C IF1GAIN(I).GroASIG$ ASIC.GAINM:

00 1311 II,NUMMOO II CONTINUE
AONEGAIII1uCCIRT1C(I)*1C(I)*EAI41)41460011./ANI RETURN

ENO
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APPENDIX E

COMPUTER PROGRAM DESCRIPTION AND LISTING

The computer program listed in this appendix was developed to com-

pute the mean square displacement response of a point on the transmission

line conductor when the conductor is subjected to multiple wind forces

that are random in time and space. The basic discrete point formulations

used in the computer program is provided. The program input format is

included to provide user instructions for the use of the program. The

computer program utilizes some special features of the CDC 6500 computer

at the Bonneville Power Administration, so that it is somewhat unique to

that system in its application.

E.1 Program Capabilities

The computer program has the capability of processing a maximum of

four separate random wind velocity records where each record can consist

of up to 10,000 data values. The wind velocity data records must be

recorded at the same sampling rate and each record must have the same

numerical conversion factor to obtain the wind velocity in miles per

hour from the digital voltage readings. The method of lagged products

is used to obtain the autocorrelation function as an intermediate step

to the generation of the spectral density function. The maximum number

of auto-and cross-correlation lags that this program can utilize is 300.

Computer generated plots can be drawn of the wind velocity gust

auto-and cross-correlation functions and/or spectral and cross-spectral
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density functions of each of the wind velocity records. Computer generated

plots can also be drawn of the wind force auto-and cross-correlation func-

tions and/or the spectral and cross-spectral density functions of each

of the wind velocity records.

The conductor material properties and span characteristics of the

transmission line conductor to be studied are input to the computer

program. Parametric studies may be conducted with variation of the

material properties and/or the span characteristics to see what effect

they have on the amplitude of the mean square displacement response.

E.1.1 Program Overlaying

The computer program is modular in nature using a multiple overlay

technique. The overlay procedure requires computer storage space large

enough to contain the master overlay, any single lower level overlay, and

blank common. The master overlay loads into the central processor one

lower level overlay at a time. Execution of a portion of the program at

any one time is accomplished and the information that has to be passed

from overlay to overlay is stored in blank common. The principle advan-

tage of using overlays is that very little central memory is used for

the computer program during its execution, and large information arrays

may be stored in the central memory.

E.1.2 Extended Core Storage

A second technique that is unique to the CDC 6500 is the use of

Extended Core Storage or ECS. Very large data arrays may be read into

ECS at the beginning of the computer analysis and stored there for
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future processing. The peripheral processors are used only once to read

the information into the computer. The program reads and write directly

into and out of ECS for data manipulation and it is done at an extremely

quick rate. ECS Memory of 100,000 octal words are requested for each

computer run, which has certain disadvantages. A request for ECS Memory

must be made at the beginning of the computer run and is a resource that

must become available, along with the Central Memory. The advantage of

using ECS is the speed of accessing the wind velocity data for computer

processing..

E.2 Formulations

Computation of the mean square displacement response of a transmission

line conductor subject to multiple random wind forces begins with the com-

putation of the wind force spectral density function of each of the wind

records. The first step in this process is the highpass filtering of the

wind force records similar to Equation (5-22) as

fr (z). (Fik(z) Fik_i(z)) (1 7rff At)
k (1+7rffpt) (1+ 7rff k-1

By the method of lagged products, the estimate of the autocorrelation

function is calculated, given by Equation (5-3)

Nj
OM = N-1 kE fr .(z)

P1 = ..-i k
(z)fr

k+j

The estimate of the spectral density function is the Fourier trans-

form of the estimate of the autocorrelation function and is given by

Equation (5-6)
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g6.= (jh) = 2 h [ro + 2 Z R cos + (I)k
Rm

k=1 k m

A Hanning frequency filter is applied to the wind force spectral

density function to partially compensate for the finite length of the

sample record.

Go(f) = 0.5 'doff) + 0.5 '6;(f)

Gi(f) = 0.25 o'i_1(f) + 0.5Gj(f) + 0.25-di+I(f)

Gm(f) = 0.5arn_1(f) + 0.5 6m(f)

The resonant frequencies of the unforced, undamped transmission line

conductor for a pinned-pinned boundary condition and for the modes spec-

ified, are given by Equation (3-34)

g 0.4 [071211 T

J ki/ \I m m j= I,2,3,....

Substitution of the resonant frequencies into the formulation for

the frequency response function, for the modes specified, and squaring

Equation (4-24) gives

I Hj(w)I2 1

[(1 ((t: 1)2)2 + (2c 6)2]

The formulation for the mean square displacement response is a com-

bination of the above components, by Equation (6-27)

4 c0 ,2

y2(Z) = E sin' E I 11 i(wi)l Gf(zr,zr, wi) sine
Mj wi 1=1 r
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E.3 Program Input Format

The information input format to the computer program is contained in

this section. It is assumed that two wind velocity sample records are

contained on perminate file devices termed WINDDATACHANNEL4 and

WINDDATACFIANNEL7. The computer program developed for this thesis for

the calculation of the mean square displacement response of a transmission

line conductor subject to random wind velocity gust is called WINDA. Two

computer input formats are described, the first will create plots, through

a magnetic tape called TAPE20, that will be seven by ten inches each in

size and be continuous one following the other. The second computer in-

put format will create no plots but will compute the mean square displace-

ment response of a transmission line conductor in about a third of the

computer time.

E.3.1 Computer Run With Plots

The following set of control and data cards will generate computer

plots of the auto-and cross-correlation and the spectral and cross-

spectral density functions of both the wind velocity and wind force act-

ing on a transmission line conductor. The mean square displacement

response is then computed.

//JOBID,T3500,CM65000,EC100,P1.

//REQUEST,TAPE20,HY,S.PLOT(EAI-115,PEN1-BLACK,SIZEO,
PEN2-GREEN,SIZEO)

//ATTACH,A,WINDA.

//ATTACH,TAPE1,WINDDATACHANNEL4.

//ATTACH,TAPE2,WINDDATACHANNEL7.
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//RUN,S,A.

//MAP(PART)

//LOADER(PPLOADER)

//LGO,LC=500.

//RETURN,TAPE20.

/ /EXIT, S.

//RETURN,TAPE20.

//EOR (multiple punch 789)

DATA

//EOF (multiple punch 6789)

The set of data cards listed below are unique to a computer run that

will generate plots and compute the mean square displacement response.

Besides the example data, the format is included along with the explanation

of each value.

/2 I1 number of wind records

/10 F4 record line start processing

/510 F4 record line finish processing

/0.4167 F10.6 sample time interval in seconds

/0.05 F10.6 data scale factor milivolts to mph

/200. F4 maximum autocorrelation lag

/YES A3 wind velocity calculations

/YES A3 correlation plots

/YES A3 spectral density plots

/YES A3 calculation of mean square response

/10.2 F6.3 tension force in conductor (kips)
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/7600. F6 modulus of elasticity of conductor
material (ksi)

/1.602 F5.3 diameter of conductor (inches)

/1200. F6.1 span length (feet)

/400. F6.1 subspan length (feet)

/2.074 F6.4 weight of conductor (plf)

/5 I1 number of modes

/0.12 F8.6 percent critical damping mode 1

/0.14 F8.6 percent critical damping mode 2

/0.16 F8.6 percent critical damping mode 3

/0.18 F8.6 percent critical damping mode 4

/0.20 F8.6 percent critical damping mode 5

/2 I1 wind force 1 at point 2

/4 I1 wind force 2 at point 4

/3 I1 conductor mean square displacement
response at point 3

E.3,2 Computer Run Without Plots

The following set of control and data cards will generate the

computation of the mean square displacement response of a point on the

transmission line conductor. The computer time will be considerably

less than that required in the previous section.

//JOBID,T1500,CM65000,EC100,P1.

//ATTACH,A,WINDA.

//ATTACH,TAPE1,WINDDATACHANNEL4.

//ATTACH,TAPE2,WINDDATACHANNEL7.
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//MAP(PART)

//LOADER(PPLOADER)

//LGO,LC=500.

//EOR (multiple punch 789)

DATA

//EOF (multiple punch 6789)

The set of data cards listed below will provide information for the

computation of the mean square displacement response alone. Besides the

example data, the format is included along with the explanation of each

value.

/2 I1 number of wind records

/10 F4 record line start processing

/510 F4 record line finish processing

/0.4167 F10.6 sample time interval in seconds

/0.05 F10.6 data scale factor milivolts to mph

/200. F4 maximum autocorrelation lag

/No A3 wind velocity calculations

/No A3 correlation plots

/No A3 spectral density plots

/Yes A3 calculation of mean square response

/10.2 F6.3 tension force in conductor (kips)

/7600. F6 modulus of elasticity of conductor
material (ksi)

/1.602 F5.3 diameter of conductor (inches)

/1200. F6.1 span length (feet)
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/400. F6.1 subspan length (feet)

/2.074 F6.4 weight of conductor (plf)

/5 Il number of modes

/0.12 F8.6 percent critical damping mode 1

/0.14 F8.6 percent critical damping mode 2

/0.16 F8.6 percent critical damping mode 3

/0.18 F8.6 percent critical damping mode 4

/0.20 F8.6 percent critical damping mode 5

/2 Il wind force 1 at point 2

/4 Il wind force 2 at point 4

/3 Il conductor mean square displacement
response at point 3



E.4 Program Listing

OVERLAY (wIN0,0.0)
PROGRANwINO(TAPE1.101.1APE2.101,TAPE3=101,INPUT=2J2,TAPES=INFUT.
IOUTPUT=202,IAFZ670uTRuT.TAFE7)010APEA=101.TRE9.101,
2TAPE10=101,TAHEI1=101.TAFE12=101,TAPE20.101)

C
C
C TO CONFUTE THE MEAN SQUARE RESPONSE OF A TRANSMISSION
C LINE CONDUCTOR OUE TO AEOLIAN VIBRATIONS CAUSED BY WINO
C GENERATED FORCES
C
C

C

C

C
C
C
C
C

C
C

C
C

C

CCNMON IPEC ,START 'FINISH .TIME 'SCALE 'TABLE
COMMON ALAGS ,ANSWI ,ANSW2 ,CUT .11 ,JI

COMMON IFOOL , IPLOT .ISUM gIREC1 ,JIPI 0.02

COMMON IN ,TESTI ,LAGS .ISTART 'LEIN'S), 'IS!
CONMON TENSION .ELAS 'DIA .ALENGTH .DLENGTH ',WEIGHT
COMMON A11Sw3 000ES gISWITCH .ANSW4 .IPOINT .GLENGTH
COMMON 10(20) .C(20) 0(340) .513001 .S1(4.300)
COMMON RI(3G0, .R2(300) .DAMP(101.IDISPLI101

DIMENSION T1(300) ,Y2(300)

EQUIVALENCE (R101),(R2.Y2)

READ INPUT WINO PARAMETERS

ISWITCH=1
CALL OVERLAY (4HWIND.1,0)

READ INPUT CONDUCTOR PARAMETERS

C

C
C
C

C

100 CALL CVEPLAY (4ww/ND.5,0)
IF (ANSW2 .NE. 3HYES) GO TO 200
IPLOT = 2
CALL OVERLAY (4HWIN0,11,0)

TEST AUTO CORRELATION AND FOURIER TRANSFORM

200 CALL NUMINT (SICUTILAGS,TESTI)
IF (ABS(TESTIT(1)) .LE. 0.01) GO TO 300
WRITE (6,9501

950 FORMAT ( /.2X,SPECTRAL DENSITY INTEGRATION NOT EQUAL TO ZERO LAG A
IUTOCORELLATION°)

300 CONTINUE
IF (IREC .EO. I) GO TO 1000

C
C FOR EACH PAIR OF WIND VALUES
C

IRECI=TREC...1
C
C LOAD SETS OF WINO VALUES INTO ECS
C

C
C
C

DO 940 JI=IIIIRECI
CALL OVERLAY (4HWINO,3,0)
JIPI.JINI
00 000 J2 . JIPI.IREC
CALL OVERLAY (4HWIN0.71,0)

CONFUTE CROSS CORRELATIONS

CALL OVERLAY (4HWIN0,12,0)
IF (ANSW1 *NE. 3HYES) GO TO 500
IPLOT = 3

CALL OVERLAY (4HWIN0.11,0)
CALL OVERLAY (4HWIN0.13,0)

C C COMPUTE CROSS SPECTRAL OENSITY
FOR EACH SET OF WINO VALUES

C 500 CALL OVERLAY (4HWIN005,0)
20)0 CONTINUE IF (ANSW2 .NE. 3HYES) GO TO BOO

00 300 IM = I,IREC MOT = 4

C CALL OVERLAY (4HWIN0,11,0)
LOAD SET OF WINO VALUES INTO ECS 000 CONTINUE

C 900 CONTINUE
CALL OVERLAY (4HWIN0.2.0) 1000 CONTINUE

C ISWITCM=ISWITCHN1
C CALCULATE AUTO CORRELATION IF(ISWITCH.E0.31 'GO TO 2020
C GO TO 2010

CALL OVERLAY (4MWIN0,4.0) 2020 CONTINUE
IF (ANSWI .NE. 3HYES) GO TO 100 IF(ANSWI.E0.3HYES.DR.ANSW2.E0.3NYES) CALL PLOT 10..0.099)
IPLOT = I IF(ANSW3.NE.3HYES) GO TO 2000
CALL OVERLAY (4HWIN0011.0)

CALCULATE MEAN SQUARE OISPLACEMANT RESPONSE
C CALCULATE AUTO SPECTRAL DENSITY
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C
C
C

C
C
C

CALL OVERLAY ( #NNIN0,14.0)
000 CONTINUE

STOP 55
(41
SUTROUTIWE 4UmINT(Z,CUT,LAGS,TCTAL1
010E4SIOm 2(3001

INTEGRATION 8Y TRAPAZOIOAL RULE

nELTAw.CUT/FLOAT(LAGS)
NUM = LAGS

Nm1=Num-1
00 10 I.2,Nm1

10 SUm=SUm42(I)
TOTAL=OELTAW (2(11/2.*SUM.2(NUm)/2.1
TESTI = TOTAL
RETURN
ENO
OVERLAY (RINI:41.0)
PROGRAM REPLY

C
C
C

COMMON
COMMON
COMMON
COMMON
COMMON
COMMON
COMMON
COMMON

TO READ INPUT PARAMETERS

IREC ,START
ALAGS ,ANSWI
IFOOL ,IPLOT
IN ,TESTI
TENSION .ELAS
AN5w3 0100ES
19(20) ,C(20)
RI(300) ,R2(300)

,FINISH ,TIME ,SCALE ,TABLE
yANSW2 ,CUT ,I1 y.)1

'ISLIP. 'SPEC. ,J1P1 ,J2
,LAGS OSTART ,IFINISH gIS1
.01A ,ALENGTH yOLENGT4 ,WEIGHT
YISWITCH ,ANSW4 ,IPOINT 0GLENGTN
,Y(300) ,S(300) yS1(4,300)
YDANP11010IDISPL(III)

INFUT CONTROL PARAMETERS

READ (5,1101 IREC
wRITE(6,10C1 IREC

100 FORMAT (//,2x,4umBER OF WINO RECORDS '4111
110 FORMAT (It)

READ (5,170) STAkT
WRITE (6,1121 START

112 FORMAT (7,2x,RECORO START ,F41
ISTART=sTART
READ 15,1701 FINISH
WRITE (6,114) FINISH

114 FORMAT (7,27,RECORO FINISH ,F41
IFINISH.FIhISH
READ (5,130) TIME
WRITE (6,120) TINE

120 FORmAT(/,27,/ImE INTERVAL IN SECONDS W6.4)
READ (5,130) SCALE
WRITE (6,125) SCALE

125 FORMAT (/*21(g0ATA SCALE FACTOR 10.6.41
I30 FORMAT (F10.61

160
170

READ (5,170) ALAGS
WRITE (6,1601 ALAGS
FORMAT ( /.21,NUM9ER OF CORRELATION LAGS ',CAI)
FORMAT (F4)
LASS.ALAGSmI.
READ (5,190) ANSW4
WRITE (6,192) ANSW4

192 FORMAT (7,27,141ND VELOCITY CALCULATIONS YES OR NO ',A3)
IF (AkSW4.E0.3NNO ) ISWITCH=2
PEAO (591501 ANSWI
WRITE (6,100) ANSw1
FORMAT (7,2x,CORRELATION PLOTS YES OR NO ,A3)
FORMAT (A3)
READ (5,1901 ANSw2
WRITE (6,200) ANSW2
FORMAT 1/02X1SPLOTRAL DENSITY PLOTS YES OR NO ,A3)
CUT=.5/TImE
WRITE (6,2101 CUT
FORMAT ( /g2NYOUIST CUT OFF FREQUENCY.F10.3y CPS)
TABLE=0.
Il=(IFINISMISTART)20
RETURN
ENO

(w/N0,2,0)
PROGRAM ?CEOS

iao
190

200

210

C
C
C

C

C
C

COMMON
COmmGN
COMMON
COMMON
COMMON
COmrON
COmmON
COMMON

TO STORE WINO VALUES FOR ONE

IREC
ALAGS
IFOOL
IN
TENSION
ANSW3
18(20)
R1(300)

NCoNT=1
REWIND IN
ISI.ISTART-I
00 215 IJ=I,ISI
READ (14,2161 11001

216 FORMAT (14)
215 CONTINUE

,STANT
ONSW1
,IPLOT
*TESTI
,ELAS
,MOOES
4(20)
,R2(300)

LOAD WINO DATA INTO

00 222 ICONT=ISTART,IFINISN
READIIM,2241 18
IF(E0F,Im) 226,229

226 WRITE (6,2301 ICONT
230 FORMAT (1,21,15)
228 CONTINUE

on 732 110.1,20

SET OF DATA INTO ECS

'FINISH ,TINE ,SCALE , TABLE

yANSW2 .CUT ,JI

,ISUM ,IREC1 ,J1P1 0.172

,ISTART ,IFINISH 'IS'
,OIA ,ALENGTN ,CLENGTN 'WEIGHT
,ISMITON ,ANSW4 ,IPOINT gGLENGTH

,Y(300) ,S(3000 eSI1403001
,DAMP(10),IVISPL(10)

EXTENDED CORE STORAGE



232 6'41 = i9(141
CALL RRITECS (C(1)14CONT,201
NCONT=NOONT.20

222 CONTINUE
224 FORMAT (2014)

C
C
C

C
C

C

REMOVE CLICHES IN WINO DATA

NCONT=I1-3
DO 240 ICN=1,NCONT
CALL REAOECS (C(1),ICH,31
IF(C(2).E0.-999.) C(2)=IC(11.C1311/2.
CALL WRITECS (C(11,ICH.31

240 CONTINUE

C
C
C

DATA SCALE FACTOR

00 245 ICN=1,I1,20
CALL PEAOECS (C(11,1C11,201
00 247 IJ=1,20

247 C(IJ)=C(IJ1mSCALE
CALL WRITECS (C(1),ICH,201

245 CCNTINUE
IF(ISwITOM.E0.21 GO TO 300
RETURN

WINO FCFCE

300 CONTINUE
OTImE=0.
00 310 ILC=1.11,20
CALL PEAOECS (C(1),ILO,201
00 320 ILL=1,20
C(ILI)=C(ILL).1.4667
C(ILL)=.5m.002377'GLENGTHm(.35414PC(ILL1mm2mOIA/12.A.05261mC(ILLIm
13m(OIA/12.16,2*.002994mC(ILLImm4m(01*/12.1**3-.00043030C(ILL1mm5
2.101A112.)m4A.000004294mC(ILL1m6m(DIA/12.1*510SIN(1.257,
3C(ILL1mDTImE/C0IA/12.11

320 DTImE=OTImE.TImE
CALL WRITECS (C(1),IL0,201

310 CONTINUE
RETURN
ENO
OvEhLAY
PROGRAM

C
C
C

(WIN0.3,01
PREPCR1

TO PREPARE

COMMON
COMMON
COMMON
COMMON
COMMON
COMMON

CROSS CORRELATION DATA

IREC ,START
ALAGS ,ANSw1
IFGOL ,IPLOT
IN ,TESTI
TENSION ALAS
ANsW3 ,MODES

,FINISH ,TIME
,ANSW2 .CUT
.ISUM gIREC1
SLAGS ,ISTART
'DIA **LENGTH
gISMITCH gANSM4

,SCALE
.11
,J1P1
,IFINISH
*OLE4GTH
,IPOINT

,TARLE
,J1
,J2
,IS1
,WEIGHT
.GLENGIN

COMMON
COMMON

15(20) ,C(20) 0(300) ISM04 ,S1(4ip300)
R1(300) ,R2(300) 0DAMP(10),IDISPL(10)

CALCULATE NUMBER OF CROSS SPECTRAL DENSITIES

IF (J1 .NE. 11 GO TO 200
ISUM=0
00 310 IJ1=1,IRECI
ISUm=ISUm*IJI
NCONT=1

LOAD WIND DATA INTO EXTENDED CORE STORAGE

REMIND J1
00 2110 JJ1=1,IS1
REAO(J1,2241 IFOOL
FoRmAT (20141
00 312 ICONT=ISTART,IFINISH
RFAD(J1,2241 19
DO 32: 14=1.20
C(I41 = 19(14)
CALL WRITECS (C(1),NCONT,201
NCONT=NCONIA20
CONTINUE
JCONT=I1-3

REMOVE CLICHES IN WINO DATA

DO 320 ICH=1,JCONT
CALL PEAOECS (C(11,ICH,3)
IF(C(2).E0.-999.) C121=(C(1)CI31)/2.
CALL WRITECS (11(1),ICH,31
CONTINUE

DATA SCALE FACTOR

00 330 ICN=1,I1,20
CALL PEAOECS (C(1),ICM,20)
00 340 IJ=1.20
C(IJ)=C(IJImSCALE
CALL WRITECS (C(1),ICM,201
CONTINUE
IF(ISwITC11.E0.2) GO TO 400
RETURN

WINO FORCE

CONTINUE
OTImE=0.
DO 410 ILC =1,11.20
CALL REAOECS (C(11,1L0,201
DO 420 111=1,20
C(ILL).C(ILL)*1.4667
C( ILL)=.56.002377GLENGDP11.3041C(ILLI"eDIA/12..05261°C(ILL)



1 m.3.(pIA/120.92..002994mOCILL1.4140(01A/12.1**J-.0004303*
2C(I/L)9,5010IA/12.1**4..00000112940CAILLIm4P6olOIA/12.1mm5A
3SIN11.2574,C1ILL1mOTImE/10IA/1201

420 OTImE=OTImE.TImE
CALL wRITECS M111,110,201

410 CONTINUE
RETURN
(P.O

OVERLAY (WIN0g4,0)
PROGRAM UlOOOR

CCCCC SU3ROUTINE Au1000R(TINEIN,L,Y)
C
C COMPUTES THE AUTOCOvAkIANCE I' OF A TIME SERIES X
C

C

C

50

C
100

C
C

C
C
C

COMMON
COMMON
COMMON
COMMON
COMMON
COMMON
COMMON
COMMON

DIMENSION

IREC ,START
ALAGS ,ANSWI
IFOOL ,IPLOT
14 ,TESTI
TENSION gELAS
aNSw3 ,MODES
I6(20) ,C(20)
R11300) ,R2(3000

,FINISH ,TIME 'SCALE ,TABLE
,4NSW2 ,CUT ,J1

gISUM gIRECI ,JIPI ,J2

,LAGS ,ISTART ,IFINISH gISI
,DIA ,ALENGTH ,OLENGTH 'WEIGHT
,ISWITCH ,ANSW4 "IPOINT gGLENGTH
gYI3001 ,S13001 ,SI(4,300)
gOAMP(10),IDISPL(I0)

A(100001,AA(10011)

EOU1VALENCE IAA(2)0(I))

N II
L LAGS
IF(N-L) 50,50,100
If(1)=0"
RETURN
CONTINUE

LOAD WIND DATA INTO OVERLAY ARRAY

CALL PEACECS TAU/01'11A

NIGH PASS FILTER

la.t./C21.°T1"E'FLOAT(L1))
wp=1.A3.14WwPATINE
WL=1.-3.1416*TImEl.F
AA(11=0.
DO 10 I=1.1.
C1=0.
01=0.
SUm=0.
Ni=N-IPI
00 5 J=2,N1
JJ1=.144-1
C1=101.11-AA(J)1/wPANLITI/wP
01=1111JJ11-AACJJ11)/wpAWL01/WP
SUm=Sum.C1001

Y(I)=SU4/FLOATINI-11

NORMALIZE AUTO CORRELATION

CALL TEST (Y,L,ABIG,ASMA)
00 20 1=1,1
Y(I)=IIII/ASIG
CONTINUE
RETURN
ENO
SUTROUTINE TEST (X,N,AB,AS)
DIMENSION Y(3001
110=Y(1)
AS=Y(I)
00 la I=2,N
IF(X(I).GT.A0) Aa.X(I)
IF(X(1).1.1.AS) AS =X(I)
CONTINUE
RETURN
ENO
OVERLAY IIIIN005,01
PROGRAM AUT0SPT
SUOROUTINE AUTOSPT(RIgTIMEgM'S)

CALCULATES THE FOURIER TRANSFORM
AUTOCORRELATION FUNCTION RI

COMMON
COMMON
COMMON
COMMON
COMMON
COMMON
COMMON
COMMON

DIMENSION

IREC
ALAGS
IFOOL
14
TENSION
ANSW3
19120)
RI(300)

,START
'ANSWI
,IPLOT

,ELAS
,MODES
4(20)
,R213001

ST(300)

S OF AN

'FINISH 'TIME ,SCALE "TAME
gANSW2 ,CUT gIl ,JI
gISUM gIRECI ,JIPI ,J2
,LAGS gISTART "IFINISH 'IS'
,OIA ,ALENGTH gOLENGIN ,WEIGHT
,ISWITCH ,ANSW4 ,IPOINT gGLENGTH
,Y(300) ,S1300) 051(493001
gOAMP(1010IOISPL(I0)

M = LAGS
MMI=M-0
ONE.I.
00 15 10.10
AK=KI
SUm=0'
DO 20 J=2,14M1
k=J-I
SUm=SumPYCJMOS(3.1415,111AK/ALAGS)
STIX1=2.0TIMEIY(1)+2.*SUMPONEY(111)
ONE = -ONE

SMOOTHING BT HANNING PROCEEDURE

S(11.1.50S1111*..56STA21
SC$01=.54PSTImmf1..5ST(P11



DO 30 1=20"1
5(1)=.25*ST(1..-1).5PST(I1625ST(1.11

30 CONTINUE
00 260 ICH=1,LAGS

260 SI(IMpICW)=S(ICM)
RETURN
ENO
OVERLAY (WIN00,0)
PROGRAM PREPCR

C
C
C

C

C
C
C

COMMON
commoN
COMMON
Conroe
COMMON
COMMCN
COMMON
COMMON

TO PREPARE CROSS CORRELATION DATA

IFEC ,START ',FINISH 'TIME 'SCALE ',TABLE

ALAGS pANSW1 pAN5W2 'CUT 01 141,

IFOOL ,IPLOT gISUM tIREC1 ,JIPI ,J2

IM 'TESTI ,LAGS gISTART ,IFINISH pIS1

TENSION ,ELAS pOIA ,ALENGTN OLENGTH ,WEIGHT
ANSW3 'MODES ,ISWITCH ,ANSW4 ,IPOINT ,GLENGTH

IR(20) ,C(20) 0(300) pS(300) gS1(4,3001

RI(300) (21300) ,DAMP(10).10ISPL(10)

NCONT = II 1

LOAD WINO DATA INTO EXTENDED CORE STORAGE

REMIND J2
00 300 JJ2=1PIS1

300 PE)0(J2,2241 IFOCL
224 FORMAT (2014)

00 370 ICONT=ISTART0IFINISN
READ (J2,224) 18
DO 360 14=1,20

360 C(I4) = 18(141
CALL WRITECS (C(1),NCONT,20)
NCONT=NCCNT.20

370 CONTINUE
JCONT,-(2°I1)..3
JJCONT=2If
111=11.1

C
C
C

REMOVE CLICHES IN NINO DATA

DO 380 ICH =III,JCONT
CALL REAOECS (C(1),,ICHO)
'FM(2)4E14-.999.1 C(2)=(C(1).C(3))/2.
CALL WRITECS (C(1)0C)4031

380 CONTINUE
C
C OAT* SCALE FACTOR
C

00 390 ICH.I111JJCONT020
CALL NEAOECS (C(1)0C)1,20)
00 500 IJ=1,20

500 C(I.1)=C(IJ)*SCALE

CALL WRITECS (C(1),ICH,701
390 CONTINUE

IF(ISMITCH.E0.2) GO TO 400
kETURN

C
C WINO FORCE
C
400 CONTINUE

OTIME=0.
00 410 IL0=1,I1120
CALL READECS (C(1)0L0,20)
00 420 ILL=1,20
C(ILL)=C(ILL)*1.4667
C(ILL)..5'.002377GLENGTHP(.3841°C(ILL1"2131A/12.*.05261°C(ILL)
1"3*(D1A/120"2..002994PC(ILL)"4*(131A/120"3.0004303.*
2C(ILL) "5*(9IA/12.1"46.000000294C(ILL1"6*(01A/12.)"5)
3SIN(1.257C(ILL)'OTIME/(DIA/120)

420 OTIKE=OTIPETImE
CALL WRITECS (C(1),IL0.20)

410 CONTINUE
RETURN
ENO
OVERLAY (WIN0,l0,0)
PROGRAM CRCSRT

CCCCC SUBROUTINE CkOSPT (Z1022pTINEtt(pCp01
C
C DC COINCIOENT SPECTRAL DENSITY
C 00 QUADRATURE SPECTRAL DENSITY
C

C

C

$4
C
C
C

COMMON
COMMON
CCMNON
COMMON
COMMON
COMMON
COMPCN
COMMON

IREC ,START ',FINISH ,TIME 'SCALE ',TABLE

ALAGS ONSW1 pANSW2 ,CUT pI1 141

IFOOL ,IPLOT pISUM pIREC1 0J1P1 ,J2

IM ',TESTI ',LAGS ,ISTART pIFINISH pIS1

TENSION ,ELAS ,OIA , ALENGTH $DLENGTH ,WEIGHT
ANSM3 0100ES ,ISWITCH tANSW4 pIPOINT 0GLENGTH

18(20) ,C(20) ,Y(300) 0(300) ,SI(4,300)
R1(3001 ,R2(3000 p0AMP(10100ISPL(10)

DIMENSION 21(300102(30010C(3000001300)01(300)002(3001

EQUIVALENCE (V(1)01(1)) 05(11922(11)
EQUIVALENCE ' (R1(1)00C(1)) p(R2(1)$00(1))

N = LAGS
DO 14 1.104
21(1)=.5*(11(1112M)
12(1)=.5*(ZI(I).12(1))

COMPUTE FOURIER COEFFICIENTS

ONE=1.
MM1=11
DO 15 10.1.1(
*K.1(1



SUM1=0.
SUm2=0,
DO 20 J=2,NMI

SUMI=SUM1.21(..1)*COS(3.1416RAK/ALAGS)
20 SUH2=SUM222(3).SIN(3.141612AK/ALAGS)

01(N)=2.'1INE(11(1124SUMI*ONE°21(M))
02(K)=4.TIPE.SUR2

IS CNE=...ONE
C
C SMOOTHING OF CROSS- SPECTRAL DENSITIES
C BY NANNING PROCEEOURE
C

pc(:)=.5.01(1)..501(2)
00(1)=0.92(1)R.Sw02(2)
OCIm1=001(H'...11+.501(N)
00(N)=.502(4-1)*.502(N)
DO 30 I.2.MMI
0C(I)=.25'011I..1)4.501(I)4.2501(IFI)
00(I)=.2502(I1).002(1)4.25402(1,1)

30 CONTINUE
RETUkN
ENO
OVERLAY (WIN0,I3,0)
PROGRAM PLCTIT

C
C TO FLOT CORRELATIONS AND SPECTRAL DENSITIES
C IFLOT=I FOR PLOT AUTO CORRELATION
C IFLOT=2 FOR PLOT AUTO SPECTRAL DENSITY
C IFLOT=3 FOR PLOT CROSS CORRELATION
C IFLOT=4 FOR PLOT CROSS SPECTRAL DENSITY
C

C

C
C

COMMON
CO.NON
COMMON
CGmHON
COMNON
COmMON
COMMON
CO4rGN

IFEC ,START 'FINISH 'TINE ,SCALE ,TABLE
ALAGS ,ANSWI 014SW2 ,CUT ,II g31

IFOGL ,IPLOT. ,ISUM ,IRECI ,JIPI ,J2
IM ,TESTI ,LAGS IIISTAkT ,IFINISH ,ISI
TENSION ,ELAS ,DIA ,ALE4GTH ,OLENGTH ,WEIGHT
ANSWI ,MODES OSNITCH ,ANSW4 ,IPOINT ,GLENGTH
18(20) ,C(20) ,Y(300) 0(300) 01(4,3001
R1(300) 022(300) ,DAMP(I 0) , TOISPL (10)

IF (IPLOT .E0. I) CALL PLOT! (Y,LAGS,TABLE)
IF (IFLOT .E0. 2) CALL PLOT2 (S,LAGS,TIME,TA8LEIISNITC)))
IF (IFLOT .E0. 3) CALL PLOT3 (Y,LAGS,TARLE)
IF (IFLOT 4) CALL PLOTS (R1012,LAGS,TIME,TABLEgISNITCH)
NFITE (5,200) IPLOT

200 FORMAT (/5A,4HPLOT,I2)
RETURN
ENO
SUBROUTINE PLOTI(RI,LAGS,TABLE)
DIMENSION RI(300)
CALL TEST (FlIgLAGS,A8IGgASNA)

ADTCCORRELATION PLOT

C
IF(TA(ILE.EC.0.) CALL PLOTS(A,I,20)
IF(TA5LE.E0.0.) CALL PAPRSZ(72.010.5)
IFITA1+LE.E0.0.1 CALL FLOT(2.10.,..3)
IF(TAELE.FC.0.) TABLE=2.
CALL FLOT (2.,0., -3)
CALL SYMBOL (0.,..-.7,62,16NAUTOCORRELATIONg0.015)
DEL=FLOAT(LAGS)/10.
DELTAA=10./FLOAT(LAGS)
IF(ASMA.GT.0.) GO TO 6
SIZE=A8S(ADIG1FABS(ASMA)
YAR=(08S(ASMA)/SIZE).D.
YARM=...YAR

YINO=SIZE/B.
CALL PLOT (0.,YAR,...3).
CALL AWIS(0.,G.,4HLAGS,-.4,10.90.10.10ELp10.VA)
CALL AXIS(0.,YARH,ISHAUTOCORRELATION115,11.00.10SMA,TINC,10.112)
GO TO (1.

6 SIZE=ABIG
YINC=ABIG/A,
CALL AXIS(0.,0.,AHLAGSg..4,10.10.90.,OEL,10.,1)
CALL AXIS(0.10.05HAOTOCOPRELATION0150.00.10.9TINC,10.92)

II XMOVE=0..
DO 4 I=1,LAGS
0UM=(NI(I)/SIZE)*8.
CALL PLOT (AMOVE.OUM,21

4 XPOVE=XMOVE.OELTAX
IF(ASNA.LT.0.) CALL PLOT(XMOVE,YAR,..3)
IF(ASNA.SE.0,) CALL PLOT (AMOVE,O.IP3)
TABLE=TAALE412.
IF(IFIX(TABLEI.GT.49) CALL ADNANZ(IFIX(TABLEIO
IF(IFIN(IAPLE).GT.491 CALL PLOT(..TA9LE,0.10.3)
IF(IFIX(TABLE).GT.491 TABLE=I.
RETURN
ENO
SUBROUTINE FLOT2(Y 1 ,LAGS,TIME,TABLE 'SWITCH)
DIMENSION YI(300),NAME(4,2)

C

C
C
C

DATA NAME(192),NAME(2,2),NAME(3,2),NAME(412)
1/10HWINO FCkCE,10H SPECTRAL OHDFNSITY,IN /
DATA NAME( 1,1),NA.E(2,1),NAME13,11,MANE(4,1)
1/10HWINO VELOC,IOHITY SPECTR,IGNAL DENSITY, IN /

AUTOSPECTRAL DENSITY PLOT

IF(TAALE.E0.0.) CALL PLOTS (AgI,20)
IF(TABLE.E0.0.) CALL PAPRSZ(72.,I0.5)
IF(TAELE.E0.0.) CALL PLOT (2.1,1.,..3)
IF(TAOLE.E0.0.) TABLE=2.
CALL PLOT (2.00.,..-3)
CALL SYMBOL (0.0.7g.2,NAM6(1.ISNITCH),01.968)
CALL TEST (1,1gLA6S,A9IGgASNA)
CUT.0.5/TIME
CALL PLOT (6.14.113)



C
C
C

CALL PLOT (10.14.'2)
CALL FLOP (0.,0.,3)
CALL STIECL (3.6,.-0.4,0.15,16RFREOUENCT IN CPS.0.11,161

CALL NO44ER (0.15,-0.2,0.190.001g0.03)
CALL NU49ER
CALL NUIE:P (4.95,-0.2,0.1,0.100.01
CALL
CALL Nip ER
DELTAX.CUT/FLOAT(LAGS)
XMOVE=0:LTAX
YiNcrAnG/e.
CALL AXISt0.,04,46MSPECTRAL DENSITY OF TINE SERIES WITH ZERO MEAN*

1460.,40.,G.IITINC,10.91)
A=iY1(1 /APIG)4.
PCS=CALOGI0(XMOVE°100000102.5
CALL PLOT (POS,A,3)
xfwvc.x.cvt.orLTAx
DO 4 I.2.LAGS
A.(Y1(I),A210No
If(A.L1.0.) A.O.
P0(:.(ALOG10(X4OVL10000.110.2.5
CALL PLOT (POS,A,2)
xr,ovE=x4cidcsofLrax
CALL PLOT (10.90.,3)
TA3LE=TAOLE.12.
IFTIPIX(TAEILE).GT.49) CALL AOYANZ(IFIX(TAOLM
IP(IPIX(TAELEI.CI.491 CALL PLOTITABLE.O.931,
IP(IFIX(TAPLF).GT.491 TABLE=1.
RETUPN
ENO
SURPOUTINE F10T3(RI,LAGSJABLE/
DIMENSION P1(300)

CROSS CORRELATION PLOT

CALL TEST (RI,LAGS,ASIC,ASNA)
CALL PLOT (2.,0., -3)
CALL ST49CL (0.,.7,.2,16HCROSSCORRELATION,041.16)
SIIE=ABS(APIT,I.APS(ASNA/
TAP,-(A8S(ASMAI/SIZEI°N.
YAPm.-TAR
YINC=SIZE/N.
DEL.FLOAT(LACS) 110.
DELTAX=10./FLOAT(LAGS)
CALL PLOT (3.,YA(,3)
CALL AXIS (O. #0. ,4HLACS04111 10..06,04 IpOEL, 10111,1)
CALL AXIS (0.,TAPH,16HCROSSCORRELATIOH,16110.1190.,ASNAgYINC.10.,Z)
XNOWF=0.
co 4 I=1.LAGS
DUH=C:(1(1)/SIZE104
CALL PLOT (ANOVE,OUM.21

4 XMOVE=XICVEJOELTAX
CALL PLOT IXMOTE,....TARI03)
TA3LE=TA0LE.12.

C

C
C
C

IP(IFIX(TAEILE).GT.491 CALL ADVANZ(IFIXITAELEDI
IF(IFIXITARLE1.GT.49) CALL FLOT(449LE,0.,3)
IP(IFIX(TAPLE)eGT.49) TAOLE=1.
PETUPN
ENO
SU9ROUTINE FLOT4(R11,R2,LAGS,TINE,TARLEIPISNITCH)
DIMENSION F1(3001022(300),G(3001,PHI(300),NAME(492)

DATA NAME(1,2),NAME(2,2),NAME(3,2),NAME(4,2)
1/10MMIN0 PORCE,ICH CROSS-SPE,IONCTRAL DENSOHITY/
DATA NAME(1,1),NAME(Z,11,NANE(3,11,NAME(4,1)
1/10HWIN1 VELOC,IOHITY CROSS..-,1011SFECTRAL 0,611ENS/TT/

CROSS SPECTRAL DENSITY PLOT

CALL PLOT (2.03.,3)
CALL SY490L ( 0 .,-.7..2,NAME(IpISNITCH).0.040)
00 10 I=1,LACS
G(I)=SORT(RI(I)"2.R2(I)"2)
PNI(I)=4TAN(R2(I)/R1(1))

TO CONTINUE
CALL TEST (C,LAGS,ADIG,ASNA)
CALL TEST (PRI,LAGS,AN,AS)
XSIZEI=FLCAT(LAGS)/5.
CUT=0.5/TIME
DEL=CUT/10.
CALL PLOT C0.00.01
CALL PLOT (10.'0.12)
CALL PLOT (13.03.0)
CALL SV49CL (1.610.-0.4.0.15,16HFRLOUENCV IN CPS00.1016)

CALL NUNEEfi (0.1500.2.0.110.001,0.0)
CALL NINEER (2.411-0.2,0.1,0.01,0.02)
CALL hU4e,..R (4.95,...0.2.0.190.100.01)
CALL NUm'IER (7.45,0.20.1,1040.1111
CALL hUmn.IR (9.9,0.2,0.1.10.11,08,1)
DcLTAX.CUTOPLOATILAGS/
xrovc.narsx
riwc=AGIG/1.
CALL A(TS(0.0.,27HCROSSSPECTRAL DENSITY GAINg27.11.00.,0..TINC,

110.,1)
SIZE.A35(00).40S(AS)
YAP:(APS(ASUSIZEI0.
TINC.SIZE/0.
CALL PEN(2)
CALL AXIS(10.0.04HCROSSSPEOTRAL OENSITT PHASE ANGLE....3406,90.,

IAS,TINC,10.,1)
A=(0(1)168I0)8,
POS.(ALOGIC(XMOVE100000.1.)2.5
CALL PLOT (POS,610)
AMOVE=XMOWE,OELTAX
CALL PEN(11
00 20 I=2,LAGS
A(G(I)/AOIC)0. NJ

IF(A.LT.0.1 A.O.
00



POS=CALOGIO(X4OW10000.1-1.10,2.5 T1mE SEPIES X ANO

CALL FLOT (POS.A,21
20 XmOVE=X4CvL.DFLTAx N=11

CALL FLOT (0..0..3) L=LAGS

CALL PEN(2) IF(N-L) 50.50.100

CALL PLOT (0..YAR,-T1 XY(1)=0.

CALL PLOT (10.'0.'2) YY(1)=0.

CALL PLOT (0..0.,3)
XmOVE=DELTAX

RETURN

A.(PHI(11/512E140.
POS=CALOGIC(XmCVE,10000.)-1.1.2.5 LOAD NINO DATA INTO OVERLAY ARRAY

CALL PLOT (POS,A,3)
XmOVE=XmCVE.DELTAX III.I1O1

DO 30 I=2,LAGS CALL READECS CA(f191,It/

A=07m1(I)/SIZE1'0. NUm8ER=2000
POS=CALOGI0(XmOVE10000.1m102.5 NPASS=111.NUmBER-11/NUMBER

CALL FLOT (PO5,1.2)
30 XmOVE=XmCVE.DELTAX HIGH PASS FILTER

CALL CEN(1)
CALL FLOT(10.,-YAR,-3) WF=1./(20.*TImEFLOAT(L1)1
TA3LE=TAELE.12. 10=1.*3.14163)1F.TIME
IF(IFIx(TAELE).GT.(0) CALL AOVANZ(IFIX(TAOLE)) NL.1.-.3.14166NF°TIHE

IP(IFIX(TAELE).GT.49) CALL PLOT (-TABLE.0.p."3)
IP(IRIX(TA8LEI.G1.49) TABLE=I. COMPUTE CROSS CORRELATIONS

RETURN
ENO AA(1)=0.

SC1RCuTINE TEST (X,N.A8.AS) 88(1)=0.

DIMENSION X(300) 00 12 ImI,L
Aerx(i) 01=0.

AS=X(1)
00 10 1=2,N
IF(X(1).GT.AB) 118=X(1) C2=0.

IP(X(I).LT.AS) AS=X(I) SUM1=0.
10 CONTINUE StP,2=0.

RETURN NI=N-It1

END ID10=0
OVERLAY (wirm,14,0) M=2

PROGRAM CROSS mANY=NUNEER

COmmCN IREC 'START 'FINISH /TINE ,SCALE 'TABLE

COMMON ALAGS ,ANS)11 01NSN2 ,CUT .11 ,J1 1:14(2j):=ViS.GT.N1) MANI*.N1.40I0
IROOL ,IPLOT .ISUM ,IRECI ..)1P1 ,J2COmmCN ROUNT=mANT*L-1

COmmCN 14 ,TESTI ,LAGS ,ISTART .IFINISH ,ISI LOCATE=I11+IDI0
COPING( TENSION ,ELAS .ALENGTH IDLENGTH ,HEIGHT CALL hEADFCS 40(131LOCATE,XOUNT)

..M,MANICOMMON
'DIA

ANSio .MODES .ISWITCH .ANS)14 .IPOINT .GLENGTN 00 13

COMMON 18(20) ,C(20) ,'((300) .S(300) .S1(4,3001 JJ1=JI-1
COMMON R1(300) 0(2(300) OAMP(10),IDISPL(10) JJ=J.IDID

C JJ2=J3.1-1
DImENSIOM AI1000003(2200)0M3000X1300)1030122011141(10001) CI.tfAIJJ1-AA(JJM.NL°C1)/XP

C C2.(I8(J)-8E(J))*NLmC2)/WP
EQUIVALENCE CXV(1310( 1)),IYX(1),SIIII#IAA(2).AM101130(2).011/1 01=IIA(JJ2)-AA(JJ2)).NL013/111P

C 02x(104JJ1/-80(JJ11/01L°021/NP
CCCCC SUBROUTINE CROSCOR ITIME,N,L,XTOX, SUM1=SUMOPC1'02

C SUM27SUM2IC2°01 N.)

C COMPUTES THE CROSS CORRELATIONS XV ANO 9tX OF THE IDIO=10IONMANT VD



IS
Ms)
CONTINUE READ 15,11) PIA

WRITE (6,F01 014AYII)=SUMI/FLOOT(NI..1)
50 FORMAT (F5.3)12 YX(I)=SUM2/FLOAT(NI..I)
60 FORMAT ( ,,2)1,601AMETER INCHES ',F5.31

READ (500) ALENGTMNORMALIZE CROSS CORRELATION
WRITE (4,80) ALENGTNC

70 FORMAT (F6.1)CALL TEST (XY,LIARIG,ASMAI
SO FORMAT ( /,2X,'LENGTH FEET ,F6.1)CALL TEST (YX,L,A111,AS/

GLENGTH=ALENGTH/FLOATIIRECA1)DO 20 I=I,L
READ (5,70) OLENGTHXY(1)=XY(1)/A3IG
WRITE (6,901 OLENGTHYV(I)=YX(1)/A9

90 FORMAT ( /,2X,'LENGTN INTERVAL FEET .F6.1)
0 CONTINUE

READ (5,100) WEIGHTRETURN
WRITE 16010) WEIGHTENO

100 FORMAT (F6.4)SUDROUTINE TEST (X,N,A8,AS)
110 FORMAT ( /,2WWEIGHT PER FOOT LOS ',FOGA)

DIMENSION X(300)
READ(5,210).HOOESAR=Y(1)
WRITE(6.230 WOOLSAS=X(11

230 FORMAT (/,2X,NUMPER OF MODES *II)00 10 I=2,N
DO 120 1=1,MODESIFIX(I).GT.AB) AO=X(I)
READ (5,1301 OAMF(IIIF(X(1),I.T.AS) AS=X111)

130 FORMAT (F8.6)14 CONTINUE
WRITE (6,1401 I,OAMPIT)RETURN

(40 FORMAT (/,2%,'DAMPING ',II),' MODE *.FO.6)
END

120 CONTINUEOVERLAY (141N0,15,01
00 200 I=1,1kECPROGRAM WINO2
READ(5,210) IDISFL(II

C

WRITE (6,2011 1,10ISPL(I)C TO READ INPUT PARAMETERS
201 FORMAT (,,2A,FOkCE AT POINT 011)

C

200 CONTINUECOMMON IREC ,START ,FINISH 'TIME 'SCALE , TABLE
READ (5,210) IPOINTCOMMCN ALAGS ,ANSWI ONSW2 'CUT gIl

210 FORMAT (IIICOmmCN IFOOL ,IPLOT ,ISUM 1.11P1 9.12
WRITE (6,2201 IPOINTCOmmCN IN ,TESTI 'LAGS ,ISTART ,IFINISH ,ISI

220 FORMAT 1/92/1,POINT OF MEAN SQUARE RESPONSE 901191,(Ni)
COMMON TENSION ,ELAS ,OIA ,ALENGTH ,OLENGTH ,WEIGHT

1000 CONTINUECO "MCN ANSW3 'MODES ,ISWITCH pANSW4 ,IPOINT ,(PLENGTH RETURNCOMMON I0(20) ,C(20) ,Y1300) ,S1300) 05114,300)
ENOCOMMON R1(300) ,R2(300I ,OAMP(10),IOISPL(101
OVERLAY (WIN9,1610)C

PROGRAM FREDC INPUT CONTROL PARAMETERS
CC
C CALCULATE MEAN SQUARE RESPONSEREAD (5,280) ANSW3
C290 pol)NAT

COMMON IREC 'START *FINISH ,TIME 'SCALE *TABLE
WRITE (6,300) ANSW3

COMMON ALAGS ,ANSWI ,ANSW2 ,CUT ,II
300 FORMAT (/,211,"CALCULATE MEAN SQUARE RESPONSE YES OR NO OM

COMMON IFOOL ,IPLOT ,ISUM ,IRECI ,41P1 ,J2
IFIANSW3..=0.3NN0 ) GO TO 1004

COMMON 1W ,TESTI 'LAGS pISTART ,IFINISH ,ISI
RENO (5,10) TENSION

COMMON TENSION ,ELAS tOIA tALENGTH ,OLENGTH ,WEIGNT
WRITE (6,20) TENSION

COMMON ANSW3 ,MODES ,ISWITCH ONSW4 ,IPOINT ,GLENGTH
10 FORMAT (F6.3)

COMMON 18(20) ,C(20) 0(300) ,S(300) gSI(4,300)
20 FORMAT (/,2WTENSION KIPS .F6.3)

COMMON R1(300) ,R21300) gOAMP110/gIOISPL(10)READ (5,30) (LAS
WRITE (6,401 ELAS

OIMEMSION
FREORE(10.300).ONECA(10),CONT(10)0FM(10),OIS(10).

30 FORMAT (F6)
1101AL(10)40 FORMAT T/o2A,AMODULUS OF ELASTICITY KSI F61



((

CONSTANTS

AmAsS=wEIGHT/32.2
AINER=3.1416*(0IA/204,44.
00 10 I=1,mCDES
CONT(I)=IFIcAT(I)m3.1416/(ALENGTHP12.112

10 CONTINUE
C

C RESONATE FREQUENCIES SQUARED
C

00 20 I=1000ES
OmEGA( I1=CCNTII)*(CONT(I)PELAS'AINER.TENSION1.164000./AmASS

20 CONTINUE
C
C MASS-FREQUENCY TERMS
C

00 30 I=1,m00ES
Fm(1)=144./1(AmAssfALENGTN,OmEGA(I1132)
OmEGAII)=SORT(OmEGA(I)/39.4786)

30 CONTINUE
C
C FREQUENCY RESPONSE FUNCTION GAIN SQUARED
C

DELTAY=CuTIFLOATILAGSI
00 500 J=1,1100E5
KnovE=CELTAK
no 40 1=1,LAGS
FpEnRE(J,11=1./((1.-(XNOTEFONEGA(J114,2) ,m2.(2.100ANPUlf(XMOVE,
10mEGA(JI)lef2)
XmOvE=X40VE.DELTAX

40 CONTINUE
500 CONTINUE

C
C
C

70
C
C
C

MEAN SQUARE DISPLACEMENT RESPONSE

TOTAL2=3.
00 50 J=1,m00ES
TOTAL1=0.
00 60 K=1,IREC
PoINT=FLoATITOISFL(001
DO 70 I=I,LAGS
S(I) =FfiEORL(J,I1mSIIK,I0
CONTINUE

NUMERICAL INTEGRATION

CALL NUmINT(S,CUT,LAGS,SUM)
TOTALI=TOTALI+SUM'ISIN( FLOATIA*3.1416POINT.OLENGTH/ALENGTH)
il"2

60 CONTINUE
TOTAL2=(4.ISIN(FLOAT(J)3.1416fFLOAT(IPOINT)OLENGTM/ALENGIN
1))**2FM(J),TOTALII.TOTAL2

SO CONTINUE
DISPLNEsAOSITOTAL21

WRITE (6,5201 OISFLRE
520 FORMAT (/,20,0NEAN SQUARE DISPLACEMENT RESPONSE ,F10.3.. INCHLS1

RETURN
ENO


